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The pre- and inter-cooled recuperative closed Brayton cycle can be configured to be either a 

single or a multi-shaft arrangement. In comparison to the single shaft, multi-shaft 

arrangements have not been used widely in the closed cycle environment. Therefore, during 

the development of a three-shaft Pebble Bed Modular Reactor (PBMR), a Pebble Bed Micro 

Model (PBMM) was constructed to illustrate the envisaged PBMR control methodologies. 

The PBMM now offers the opportunity to investigate other shaft arrangements. The main 

objective of this study is to perform a conceptual layout design for a two-shaft PBMM 

configuration. The major steps performed in the conceptual layout design of the two-shaft 

PBMM are preliminary studies, thermodynamic design point studies and turbo machine 

selection. 

During the thermodynamic design point studies the influence of turbocharger selection on the 

cycle performance were investigated. Two optimum-values for Overall Pressure Ratio (OPR) 

were found, one for maximum cycle efficiency and one for maximum cycle power output. 

This, together with the requirement for the OPR to be equally shared between the Low- 

Pressure Compressor (LPC) and the High-pressure Compressor (HPC), was used to identify 

suitable turbocharger pairs. In order to evaluate the compressor operating points of the 

turbochargers, the unique matching characteristics for the pre- and inter-cooled recuperative 

closed Brayton cycle were derived. Final turbocharger selection was performed in Flownex. 

The turbocharger pair that enjoyed the highest cycle efficiency at thermodynamic conditions 

similar to that of the three-shaft PBMM configuration was suggested as the preferred 

turbocharger configuration. 
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Unexpectedly the turbochargers selected for the two-shaft configuration were found to be 

identical to that of the three-shaft PBMM configuration. This led to a comparison of matching 

characteristics of the two-shaft configuration to that of the three-shaft configuration. The 

close proximity of both configurations to the choking region of the LPT ensured the close 

proximity of their operating points on the HPT. The fact that the HPC operating point is only 

a function of the HPT operating point caused close proximity of the HPC operating points. 

The requirement for flow compatibility that must exist between the NPC and LPC limited the 

operating point of the LPC for both configurations to the same flow compatibility line, which 

ensured the close proximity of the LPC operating points. 
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Die voor- en tussen-verkoelde rekuperatiewe geslote Brayton siklus kan as 'n enkel as of 

meer-assige siklus gekonfigureer word. Meer-assige siklusse is onbekend in die geslote siklus 

omgewing. Om diC rede is daar tydens die onwikkeling van 'n drie-as Pebble Bed Modular 

Reactor (PBMR) besluit om die Pebble Bed Micro Model (PBMM) op te rig. Die doe1 van die 

PBMM is om die beheermetodes van die drie-as PBMR te illustreer. Die PBMM bied egter 

nou die geleentheid om ander askonfigurasies te ondersoek. Daarom is die uitkoms van 

hierdie studie die konseptuele uitleg-ontwerp vir 'n twee-as PBMM konfigurasie. Die 

konseptuele uitleg-ontwerp is uitgevoer deur middel van 'n voorlopige studie, 

termodinamiese ontwerppuntanalise en turbomasjienseleksie. 

Tydens die termodinamiese ontwerppuntanalise is die invloed ondersoek wat 

turbomasjienseleksie op die siklusvertoning het. Hierdie analise het getoon dat daar twee 

optimale siklusdrukvehoudings bestaan, een vir maksimum sikluseffektiwiteit en een vir 

maksimum siklusdrywingsuitset. Dit, tesame met die vereiste dat die siklusdrukverhouding 

gelyk verdeel moet word tusen die lac-druk-kompressor en die hoe-druk-kompressor, is 

gebmik om geskikte turbo-aanjaereenhede te identifiseer. Om die kompressorbedryfspunte te 

evalueer is die unieke verdelingsgedrag van turbomasjiene van die twee-as voor- en inter- 

verkoelde rekuperatiewe geslote Brayton siklus afgely. Finale seleksie is gedoen met behulp 

van Flownex. Die turbo-aanjaewerdeling wat die hoogste effektiwiteit by soortgelyke 

termodinamiese toestande as die drie-as PBMM konfiguratsie getoon het, is aanbeveel as die 

geskikte turbo-aanjaerkonfigurasie. 

Daar is onverwags bevind dat die twee-as PBMM-konfigurasie die selfde turbo-aanjaers as 

die drie-as PBMM-konfigurasie kan gemik. Dit het gelei na 'n ondersoek waarin die 
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verdelingsgedrag van die twec-as konfigurasie met diC van die drie-as konfigurasie vergelyk 

is. Die nabyheid van albei konfigurasies se lae-druk-turbine bedryfspunte aan hul smoorpunte 

het verseker dat hulle hoe-druk-turbine bedryfspunte naby aan mekaar het. Die feit dat die 

bedryfspunt op die hoe-dmk-kompressor slegs 'n funksie is van die hedryfspunt op die hoe- 

druk-kompressor, het verseker dat hul hoe-druk-kompressorbedryfspunte ook naby aan 

mekaar is. Die vereiste vir vlociversoenbaarlieid lussen die he-druk-kompressor en hoe-dmk- 

kornpressor het veroorsaak dat albei konfigurasies beperk was tot dieselfde vloei 

versoenbaarheidslyn, en dit het die nabyheid van die bedryfspunte op die lae-dmk-kompressor 

verseker. 
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The vastly increasing need for electricity with the concomitant depletion of natural resources 

is forcing utility companies to investigate alternative methods of generating electricity. The 

success of a helium cooled test reactor, developed in Germany during the sixties and 

seventies, proved the potential of helium as a superior coolant for gas-cooled reactors. It 

further illustrated the possibility of higher cycle efficiency due to high reactor outlet 

temperatures. However, the availability of helium and the lack of turbine technology during 

the seventies and early eighties caused researchers to concentrate on improving high 

temperature steam cycles. Since then, turbine technology and the availability of helium have 

improved. This resulted in renewed interest in combining the high temperature of helium 

cycles and the efficiency of gas turbines in a High Temperature Gas-cooled Reactor (HTGR) 

(Botha, 2002). 

This has led various utility companies to the development of HTGR power plants. 

Subsequently, various concepts of the Power Conversion Unit (PCU) resulted, of which the 

four most common concepts are as follows (Botha, 2002): 

The direct helium gas turbine cycle. 

The indirect steam cycle. 

The combined helium gas turbine and steam cycle. 

The indirect combined air gas turbine and steam cycle power plant. 

Currently, two designs of the HTGR power plant are under active development. These are the 

Pebble Bed Modular Reactor (PBMR) and the Gas Turbine - Modular Helium Reactor (GT- 

MHR). Both designs make use of a closed direct helium gas turbine cycle (IAEA, 2005). 

The closed direct helium gas turbine cycle is based on the closed Brayton cycle. The Brayton 

cycle, without any phase change in the working fluid, is described by Sonntag et al. 

(1998:373) as the ideal cycle for a gas turbine. The cycle involves the compression, heating, 

expansion and cooling of the working fluid in a closed loop to produce useful shaft work. 
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Chapter 1-Introduction 2 

Saravanamuttoo et al. (2001:3) note that it is important to realize that the processes of 

compression, heating, expansion and cooling do mcur in a single component. They occur in 

components that are separate in the sense that they are designed, tested and developed 

individudly. These components are not limited to the four processes already mentioned -- 

since more compressors and turbines can be added with inter-coolers between the 

compressors and reheat heaters between the turbines. A recuperator can be added to recover 

lost heat at the turbine outlet in order to minimize the heat that is necessary to achieve the 

maximum temperature. These components can be linked together in a variety of ways. The 

way in which these components are linked together not only affects the maximum overall 

thermal efficiency, but also the variation of efficiency with power output. 

Botha (2002) explains that since industrial applications are intended to operate for extended 

periods, the drive is normally to improve cycle efficiency rather than power output. Therefore 

industrial applications commonly make use of the recuperated, pre- and inter-cooled Brayton 

cycle to reduce payback periods. 

The pre- and inter-cooled recuperative Brayton cycle can, however, be configured in 

numerous ways. One of the features found to vary between various cycle configurations is the 

choice of shaft arrangement. 

1.1 Shaft arrangements 

Shaft arrangements can be categorised as single-shaft or multi-shaft Two of the most notable 

concepts for HTGR power plants based on the closed loop Brayton cycle are the single- and 

three-shaft arrangements (Rousseau & Van Ravenswaay, 2003). 

Provided that the single-shaft and three-shaft systems are configured to be recuperative, pre- 

and inter-cooled Brayton cycles, they will be thermodynamically identical. However, the 

transient and mechanical behaviour of the two cycles will differ substantially. For this reason 

this study investigated the advantages and disadvantages of single-shaft and three-shaft 

systems. The most comprehensive information was found to be given by Botha (2004). This is 

subsequently summarized. 
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Chapter 1-Introduction 3 

Single Shaft 

A single shaft arrangement, shown in Figure 1-1, consists of a turbine driving a generator and 

compressors through a common shaft. 

Heat Generator 
(or reactor) 6  ene era tor 

Power Turbine 

Recuperator 

Inter-cooler Pre-cooler 

-w 
HP Compressor 

Figure 1-1 Single Shaft, pre- and inter-cooled, recuperative, closed Brayton Cycle 

Advantages 

* Simplest, most con~pact system available 

Having the generator fitted to a compressor shaft, the generator can be used as a motor 

to drive the compressors during start-up, until the system has reached the state of 

self-sustainability. 

Reduced danger of over-speeding in the event of load rejection due to the inherent 

high inertia caused by the drag of the compressor. 

Disadvantages: 

The shaft speed is limited by the generator to 3000 rpm. This relative low speed 

increases the relative outer diameters of the compressor to obtain the correct tip speed 

for the given compression ratio. This results in shorter blades in order to obtain the 

correct flow area. Shortened blades increase the relative tip leakage, reducing the 

efficiency and possibilities to increase it. This is aggravated when using helium. To 

improve this, frequency conversion of some sort can be implemented, but at the 

expense of a more complex system. 
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Chapter l-Introduction 4 

The single shaft arrangement requires a longer shaft to accommodate the compressors, 

turbine and generator. The resulting reduction in shaft stiffness reduces the natural 

frequency of the system and therefore also its operating range. 

Although the generator can be used as a motor during start-up, a large amount of 

power is needed (Rousseau & Van Ravenswaay, 2003). 

Three-Shaft 

The three-shaft arrangement, Figure 1-2, divides the compression process into two steps. The 

two steps being mechanically separated ensures that each section can run at its own optimum 

speed leaving only the power turbine to be limited to the generator speed of 

3000 rpm. 
I 

Heat Generator 

Figure 1-2 Three-Shaft, pre- and inter-cooled, recuperative, closed Brayton Cycle 

Advantages: 

Only the free turbine is limited to the 3000 rpm required by the generator. The other 

turbo units are therefore left to operate at higher speeds, which decreases their outer 

diameters and therefore results in increased efficiency. 

Shorter shafts can be used, resulting in stiffer shafts, which results in turn in an 

increase of the natural frequency and the subsequent operating range. 

The power needed during start-up is about ten times less in comparison to that of the 

single-shaft arrangement (Rousseau & Van Ravenswaay, 2003). 

NORTH.WEITUMIYIRS~P( Conceptual layout design for a two-shaft PBMM 
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Disadvantages: 

= More complex and potentially more expensive. 

Not having a generator fitted on a compressor shaft calls for an external source to 

drive the compressor during start-up or the use of a Start-up Blower System (SBS). 

The lack of the braking effect of a compressor on the generator shaft makes the system 

more susceptible to over-speeding during the event of sudden load loss. 

It is therefore clear that it is impossible to declare one of these configurations to be the best. It 

is, however, possible to identify the main factors influenced by the choice of shaft 

arrangements. These are: 

The start-up procedure. 

The power needed during start-up. 

Shaft speeds. 

Shaft lengths. 

Susceptibility to over-speeding in the event of sudden load loss. 

1.1.1 The two-shaft arrangement 

Alternatively to the single and three-shaft arrangements the pre- and inter-cooled recuperative 

Brayton cycle can be configured as a two-shaft arrangement. The two-shaft arrangement can 

take on two practical forms: 

1. One shaft consisting of two compressors, the LPC and HPC, driven by the HPT 

and a second shaft consisting of a free turbine driving the generator. 

2. One shaft consisting of one compressor, the HPC, driven by the HPT and a second 

shaft consisting of the HPC as well as a generator driven by the LPT as shown in 

Figure 1-3. 

The second configuration, however, will be more suitable in order to combine the advantages 

of the single- and three-shaft configurations for the following reasons: 

The proposed two-shaft arrangement allows the use of the generator as a motor during 

start-up since the Low-Pressure Compressor (LPC) and generator share a common 

shaft. 

The High-pressure Compressor (HPC) and High-pressure Turbine (HPT) are free to 

operate at a high optimal speed. 

IOITI IW~ITYHNERS~ Conceptual layout design far a huo-shaft PBMM 
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Having split the shaft, less components share a shaft allowing shorter shafts thus 

reducing the shaft lengths which increases the speed and speed operating range. 

The LPC fitted on the generator shaft makes the system less prone to over-speeding 

due to the added inertia and drag. 

Figure 1-3 Two-Shaft, pre- and inter-cooled, recuperative, closed Brayton cycle 

Having illustrated the potential of combining the advantages and disadvantages of the single 

and three-shaft arrangement this study focussed on the proposed two-shaft configuration 

shown in Figure 1-3. 

1.2 Objective of the study 

Multi-shaft arrangements, although used in open-cycles, have not been used widely in the 

closed cycle environment. It was therefore decided to construct a working model of the PCU 

with a view to the development of a three-shaft PBMR. The model known as the Pebble Bed 

Micro Model (PBMM) was designed to illustrate the envisaged PBMR control methodologies 

for start-up, load following, steady state full load and load rejection. The PBMM, as shown in 

Figure 1-4, was built by the Faculty of Engineering at the North West University 

(Van Niekerk et a/, 2003). 

Conceptllal layout design for a two-shah PBMM 

Scllwl of Mechanical and Materials Engineering 
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Turbo

Ek~trical Heater

Figure 1-4 Photograph of the PBMM (Van Niekerk et al., 2003)

Since it has been operated successfully in an ongoing investigation into the behaviour of the

three shaft arrangement, the PBMM now offers the opportunity to investigate other shaft

arrangements. In order to investigate the potential of combining the advantages of the single

and three-shaft arrangements the main objective of the study is to design a conceptual layout

of a two-shaft PBMM (Figure 1-3). This will further the debate on shaft arrangements,

broaden the over-all knowledge base on gas turbines and' add to the functionality of the

PBMM facility.

The aim of the study is therefore to investigate and propose a conceptual layout for a two-

shaft PBMM configuration.

1.3 Research Methodology

In order to achieve the said objective, the study adopts the following method:

1. Literature survey: the literature survey focuses on the gas turbine design procedure and

the design and development of the PBMM.

2. Preliminary study: in this section the thermodynamic limitations, the choice of

turbomachinery and the load on the system is considered.

3. Thermodynamic design point calculations.

4. Turbocharger selection.

5. Comparison of the two- and three-shaft PBMM configurations.

C VUNIBESm 8OICatE-8OPHIRIMA
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2 LITERATURE STUDY

The main objective of the study stated in Chapter 1 is to do a conceptual layout design for a

two-shaft PBMM configuration. For this reason Chapter 2 focuses on the typical gas turbine

design procedure followed by an investigation into how the different aspects of this procedure

was addressed during the design and development of the existing PBMM.

2.1 The gas turbine design procedure

Saravanamuttoo et al. (2003:38) describes the process of designing a gas turbine as a multi-

disciplined process that combines thennodynamics, aerodynamics, mechanics, and control

system design in a concurrent engineering process. Figure 2-1 shows a flow diagram of all the

major steps in the design process.

The design process commences with a specification, which is the result of either market

research or a customer requirement. The specification is not just a simple statement of

required power and efficiency. Depending on the application, other important factors need to

be considered, such as weight, cost, volume, life, and noise. These factors often act in

opposition. For example, high efficiency usually comes at an increased capital cost.

Following the specification, the designer is confronted with the choice of cycle and what type

of turbomachinery should be used. The layout of the engine must also be considered, for

example, whether a single or multi-shaft design should be used.

The first major design step is to carry out thennodynamic design point studies. These are

detailed calculations taking into account all important factors such as expected component

efficiencies, fluid properties, and pressure losses and will be carried out over a range of

Overall Pressure Ratio (OPR) and Turbine Inlet Temperature (TIT). After a suitable TIT and

OPR have been detennined, the mass flow required, to achieve a specific output, can be

calculated.

With the mass flow, OPR and TIT detennined by the thennodynamic design point

calculations, attention can now be turned to the aerodynamic design of the turbomachinery.

The annulus dimensions, rotational speeds and number of stages can now be detennined.

C WNBESm YA.8OICONe..BOPHIRIMA
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With the completion of the thennodynamic and aerodynamic designs, having detennined the

key dimensions, the mechanical design can commence. During this stage in the design

process important factors such as blade stress, vibration and bearings must be taken into

consideration.

Preliminary studies:
choice of cycle, type of
turbomachinery, layout

Thermodynamic
design point

studies

Aerodynamics of
compressors, turbines,

ducts. etc.

Control
system
studies

",~

I ~.---------------

Mechanical design: Stressing
of blades, casings, vibration,

whirling, bearings

Detail design
and

manufacture

Figure 2-1 Gas Turbine Design Procedure (Saravanamuttoo et al., 2001:39)

At the same time all these studies are proceeding, off-design perfonnance and control system

design must be considered. Off-design operation includes varying ambient conditions and

reduced power operation. Control system design is aimed at ensuring the safe and automatic

operation of the gas turbine.

When perfonning the design of a gas turbine, essential criteria based on operational

considerations must be taken into account. The most important of these criteria are

(Boyce, 2002:12):

· High efficiency.

· High reliability.

q)
NIBESlnv.o.8OK~E-BOAiIRIMA
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-. 

Ease of maintenance. 

Ease of installation. 

= Control systems with high dcgree of reliability. 

Flexibility on service. 

For the conceptual layout design of the two-shaft PBMM configuration, the steps enclosed by 

the dotted line (Figure 2-1) will be performed. As a starting-point to identify how these issues 

can be addressed, the design and development of the existing PBMM will now be discussed. 

2.2 The design and development of the PBMM 

The original PBMM was nor necrssarily designed from outset on the basis of the gas turbine 

design procedure given in Figure 2-1. The various steps were, however identified from 

literature and is subsequently summarised. 

2.2.1 Specification 

The aim of the PBMM was to illustrate the foreseen control methodologies and operation for 

the three-shaft PBMR. The facility was designed to allow experimcnts and ineasurements of 

major process variables, aiding in the Validation and Verification (VBV) of Flownex. It was 

designed to be similar in layout design to that of the three-shaft PBMR including all the major 

components in the same order. The components in the PBMM are not scaled-down versions 

of that intended [or the PBMR, but only mimic the same qualitative behaviour with regard to 

power and heat input and output, frictional and other pressure losses as well as the thermal 

inertia during transients (Rousseau & Greyvenstein, 2002). 

2.2.2 Preliminary studies 

The main specification for the existing PBMM was therefore to he a three-shaft pre- and 

inter-cooled recuperative closcd Brayton cycle. 

Cycle Layuur 

The schematic layout of the three-shaft PBMM is shown in Figure 2-2.  Starting at 1, nitrogen 

at relative low pressure and temperature is compressed by the Low-Pressure Con~pressor 

(LPC) to an intermediate pressure at 2, after which it is cooled in an Inter-Cooler (IC) from 

state 3 to 4. A High-Pressure Compressor (HPC) then compresses the nitrogen to the 
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maximum cycle pressure at 6 .  From 7 to 8 the nitrogen is preheated in the high pressure side 

of the recuperator. At 10 the nitrogen reaches its highest temperature after being heated by the 

clectrical heat source. 'fhe necessary work needed by the HPC is produced by the High- 

Pressure Turbine (HPT) through expanding the nitrogen from 11 to 12. From 13 to 14 the 

expansion in the Low-Pressure Turbine (LPT) produces the work needed by the LPC. 

Expanding the nitrogen from 15 to 16 in the Power Turbine (PT) produces the useful shaft- 

work. From 17 to 18 the unused energy is utilized in the low-pressure side of the recuperator. 

In order to complete the cycle, the nitrogen is cooled back to the minimum temperature in the 

pre-cooler from 19 to 20, 

Figure 2-2 Schenlatic layout of the PBMM (Greyvenstein & Rousseau, 2002) 

During this phase in the design of the PBMM the choice of working fluid, type of 

turbomachinery, choice of load on the system, choice of secondary cooling system and type of 

heat source were considered. Therefore, these issues are briefly discussed below. 

I ~ ~ I H . ~ z ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m  Conceptual layout design for a Wo-shaR PBMM 
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Choice of turbomachinery 

Off-the-shelf turbochargers are used for the turbomachinery in the PBMM. Although being of 

the centrifugal type rather than axial, their overall performance characteristics within the 

system is essentially the samc with regard to pressure ratio and isentropic efficiency vcrsus 

non-dimensional mass flow rate. These characteristics influence the overall cycle performance 

and are also the characteristics employed in the Flownex simulation models (Rousseau & 

Greyvenstein, 2002). 

Choice of workingfluid 

The P B M R  uses helium as working fluid. But since the PBMM was not intended to address 

spccific issues such as the use of helium or to test the performance of the major components. 

the use of nitrogen was preferred. In addition to nitrogen being cheaper than hclium, the use 

of nitrogen enabled the use of commercially available turbo chargers rather that expensive 

purpose designed axial turbomachines (Rousseau & Greyvenstein, 2002). 

Choice of load 

Since the power turbine is part of a turbocharger already consisting of a compressor, this 

compressor serves as load on the system. The compressor forms part of an external load loop. 

In addition to the compressor the external load loop consists of an external load cooler and 

control valve. With this external load loop it is possible to emulate the load behaviour 

(Rousseau & Greyvenstein, 2002). 

Cooling system 

The PBMM is not indented to study the behaviour of the secondary cooling system. 

Therefore, the secondary cooling system for the pre-and inter-coolers is cooling tower based 

rather than intermediate heat exchanger systems that finally rejects the heat in the occan 

(Rousseau & Greyvenstein, 2002). 

Heat source 

The heat source is a pure electrical resistance heater instead of a pebble bed nuclear reactor. 

Although it could have been any other conventional heat source such as an external 

combustion gas heater, the control and measuring of the heat load is simplified by using an 

electrical heatcr (Rousseau & Greyvenstein, 2002). 

- - 
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2.2.3 Thermodynamic design point calculations 

The aim of the thermodynamic design point analysis is to determine achievable andior 

optimum thermodynamic conditions for the plant to operate at. This includes the pressure 

level, maximum temperature, optimum pressure ratio and power level for the plant to opcrate 

at. 

Pressure levels 

For a closed cycle the power output of the plant can be controlled by the pressure level within 

the cycle. This so called "inventory control" is achieved by injecting or extracting gas into or 

from the system. One of the distinguishing features of inventory control is that the 

temperatures, volume flow rates, velocities and pressure ratios remain unchanged. The 

absolute pressure together with the gas densities change resulting in the increase or decrease 

of the mass flow rate according to Equation ( 2-1 ) 

m = p A V  (2 -1 )  

where m the mass flow rate, p the density, A the cross-sectional area and V the gas velocity. 

According to Equation ( 2-2 ), all power levels (Q) will change as m changes even though 

AT remained unchanged (c, is the specific heat capacity). 

In order to minimize leakage of air into the plant, the lowest pressure should always be above 

atmospheric pressurc. The inventory control of the PBMR was specified to be able to take the 

power level down to 40% Maximum Continuous Rating (MCR). Since the relationship 

between prcssure level and power level is nearly linear and the barometric pressure at location 

in Potchefstroom is 86kPa, the plant was designed to have the highest minimum pressure at 

least 215 kPa at 100% MCR. The PBMM was therefore designed to have a maximum 

minimum pressure of 250 kPa. Having a typical pressure ratio of three, this implies a 

maximum pressure of 750 kPa. The maximum design pressure for the PBMM however is 

1000 kPa. This increased the flexibility of the plant to possible changes in the maximum 

design pressure (Rousseau & Greyvenstcin, 2002). 
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Maximum temperature 

The maximum temperature in the cycle is determined by one of two factors namely (i) the 

maximum temperature that can be achieved by the heat source or (ii) the maximum 

temperature tolerated by the highly stressed HPT blades. The heat source can achieve at least 

900 "C, but since the normal operating temperature for a turbocharger turbine is 650 O C ,  thc 

maximum temperature was dictated by the turbine (Rousseau & Greyvenstein, 2002). After 

detailed discussion with the manufacturer, however, it was agreed that the maximum 

temperature can be set to 700 "C. This was possible because the turbochargers will not usc the 

upper extremes of their rotational speed operating ranges (Greyvenstein er a l ,  2002). 

Pressure ratios 

Turbocharger compressors can easily produce the typical cycle pressure ratio of about 3 .  

Therefore the pressure ratio was determined by the desire to obtain maximum cycle 

efficiency. For this reason, a simplified simulation model was set up that accounts for the 

complex interaction betwccn the major components. The simulation model was set up in EES 

allowing for a quick and easy parametric study to determine the optimum pressure ratio 

(Rousseau & Greyvenstein, 2002). 

The simulation inodel used to perform a first order cycle analysis required the assumption of 

certain parameters and limitations. Since these parameters were not available for the PBMM 

design, typical realistic values were assigned from experience (Greyvenstein & Rousseau, 

2002). These values include the following: 

Pressure drops in pipes equal to 0.6% of the absolute pressure at the inlet to the pipe. 

For the recuperator and heat exchangers the pressure drop was assumed to be 0.5% of 

the absolute pressure at inlet. 

* Compressor isentropic efficiency of 76 % which is determined by that achievable by a 

typical turbocharger compressor. 

Turbine isentropic efficiency of 69 %. - Pre-and inter-cooler effectiveness of 95 %. Since low cost heat exchangers were 

employed this relatively high value was achieved by simply over-sizing the heat 

exchangers. 

The cost of the recuperator is strongly dependent on effectiveness. For initial analysis 

the recuperator effectiveness formed part of the parametric study. Recuperator 

effectiveness between 85% and 90 % were investigated. 
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During the first order cycle analysis the heat source power level must be supplied. But 

since this is largely influenced by the mass flow which is dependent on the size of the 

turbomachines, the mass flow was taken as unity. A heat source power level per kg 

was determined. 

* Since cycle efficiency is at its highest when the OPR is equally shared between the 

HPC and LPC, the HPC and LPC pressure ratios were sel to be equal for the 

calculations. 

Incorporating these values into the EES simulation model the optimum pressure ratios were 

found for maximum cycle efficiency and maximum specific power output, shown in 

Figure 2-3 and Figure 2-4 respectively. 
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Figure 2-3 Thermal efficiency as a function of recuperntor efficiency and overall pressure ratio 

The recuperator efficiency is determined by the product of the area and the overall heat 

transfer coefficient and is therefore a design choice. The cost of the recuperator, however, 

increases with increasing efficiency. For this reason a recuperator efficiency of approximately 

85% was chasen as a good compromise between performance and cost. In Figure 2-3 the 

optimum ovcrall pressure ratio for maximum cycle efficiency at a recuperator efficiency of 

85% is approximately 2.75. In Figure 2-4, however, it can be seen that the maximum specific 

work output occurs at an OPR of approximately 4.5. Optimum cycle efficiency is normally 

preferred over optimum power output, but since the cycle efficiency is not as sensitive to the 

OPR as power output, an OPK of 4 was chosen as a good cornpromise between the two. 

(Greyvenstein & Rousseau, 2002). 
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Figure 2-4 Specific work as a function of overall pressure ratio 

2.2.4 Aerodynamic design 

The aerodynamic design of gas turbines mainly consists of the design of the compressors and 

turbines to meet the thermodynamic design point discussed in the previous section. For the 

PBMM, however, the aim was to find suitable turbochargers to ensure a cyclc operating point 

as close to that determined during the thermodynamic design point calculation. The selection 

of the turbochargers is documented in Greyvenstein el af. (2002) and is subsequently 

summarized. 

The operating points of the turbo-machines are expressed in terms of corrected mass flow rate 

and pressure ratio. Table 2-1 shows the operating points of the individual machines 

determined by the first order cycle analysis. 

Table 2-1 Operating point for the turbumachinery determined by cycle analysis 

The PT, although having the lowest pressure ratio, has the largcst corrected mass flow rate. 

Therefore, the turbocharger with the largest turbine. from a range of commercially available 

units, was selected as the power turbine. This turbine has a corrected mass flow of 10.8 at the 

required pressure ratio of 1.4, which fixes the mass flow rate at a value of 0.54 kg!s for a 

pressure level of I00 kPa. 

- 
Corrected mass flow 
( kgls sqrt(K).bar] 

17.3 -. 

- 8.7 
8.1 
12.4 I 

20.0 

I 
Turbo unit 

LPC 
HPC 
HPT 
LPT 

- PT 

- 

Pressure ratio 

- 2.0 
2.0 
1.6 

~- 1 .7 
1.4 
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Table 2-2 Kecalculated corrected mass flow rates for a mass flow of 0.54 kg/s 

Table 2-2 shows the recalculated operating points for the other turbomachines ar the mass 

flow rate of 0.54 kgis. Using these operating points, turbochargers werc selected of which the 

turbines best match these operating points. The suitability of the compressors was verified 

with the aid or Flownex, which solved for speed of the different turbochargers (Greyvenstein 

& Rousseau, 2002). 

Turbo unit 
. - 

LPC 
KPC - 
HPT - 

r -  LPT 

I PT 

2.2.5 Meclranical design 

The choice of off-the-shelf turbochargers for the turbomachinery and the load in the PBMM 

simplified this phase of the design dramatically, provided that the turbochargers won't be 

subjected to conditions far different from that for which they were designed. In Greyvenstein 

et ul. (2002), the maximum allowable axial thrust is briefly discussed. Through 

correspondence with the manufacturer it was determined that to keep the axial thrust bearing 

loading within limits the pressure difference between compressor exit and turbine inlet should 

be kept within 84.6 kPa. 

Pressure ratio 

2.0 - 
2.0 
1.6 

- 1.7 
1.4 

2.2.6 Off-design performance and control 

- Corrected mass flow 

j:r 
k s s rt .bar 

4.4 
6.7 
10.8 

Control system design is aimed at ensuring the safe and automatic operation of the engine. In 

Van Niekerk et al. (2003) the major conQol methods of the PBMM is discussed and is 

summarized below. 

Start-up 

The start-up for the three-shaft PBMM is done by means of a Start-up Blower System (SBS). 

By closing the System In-line Valve (SlV) the SBS is used to circulate the working fluid at 

cssentially a constant flow rate. Adding heat to the working fluid in the heater causes the TIT 

to increase resulting in an ever increasing turbine work output. This results in thc compressors 

contributing to the circulation of the working fluid causing the pressure increase over the SIV 

to drop. The cycle will continue to spiral towards self sustained circulation until it is achieved 
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when the pressure increase over the S1V becomes less than zero. When this occurs the SBS is 

disengaged and the cycle is said to have bootstrappep. 

Ifiventory control 

The power output of the PT in a closed cycle is controlled by changing the mass inventory in 

the cycle. The LPC suction pressure is taken as an indication of the mass inventory. Injecting 

or extracting nitrogen into the system, however, causes unwanted transients. Thc inmediate 

effect of injecting nitrogen into the cycle causes a temporary drop in power output. while 

extraction is associated with a temporary increase in power output. These unwanted transients 

are avoided to a largc extent by the use of compressor by-pass valves. 

Prior to ramping up the power output compressor these by-pass valves are slightly opened. As 

the nitrogen is injected these valves are gradually closed to decrease the load on the 

compressors and the dip in power output. 

The power output is gradually changed by opening the compressor by-pass valves during 

nitrogen extraction. This prevents the sudden increase in power output because of the 

increased power turbine pressure ratio. 

Load rejection 

The rapid rejection of load is necessary when a suddcn loss in load occurs in order to prevent 

the generator from over-speeding. This is done by means of opening the Gas Cycle By-pass 

Valve (GCBV). The GCBV connects the point of highest pressure to the point of lowest 

pressure. When the GCBV is opened, the OPR is reduced and therefore also the powcr output. 

2.2.7 Flownex shtutation 

Apart from demonstrating the foreseen control methodologies, the aim of the PBMM was to 

aid in the Verification and Validation of Flownex. Flownex is a thermal-fluid network 

analysis code that enables users to perform detail analysis of complex systems such as gas 

turbines (Flownex, 2005). 

Van Ravenswaay et al. (2004) compared experimental data with the Flownex simulation of 

the PBMM. The integrated-effects tests on the PBMM illustrated the ability of Flownex to 

- 
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correctly balance the performance characteristics of all the components to find the operating 

point. Figure 2-5 shows the comparison between Fbwnex and PBMM data on a T-s diagram. 

Figure 2-5 Camparison of Measured and Simulated values for the PBMM (Van Ravenswaay etaL, 2004). 

The agreement between the experimental values and the simulation values for the 

compressors is quite good while the agreement for the turbines is not. In the Flownex 

simulation the expansion process through the turbines was assumed to be adiabatic. In the 

actual process the cool nitrogcn flowing over the turbines causes the expansion process not to 

occur without heat losses. This is clear from Figure 2-5; the heat lost over the turbines is 

added at Point 1 and heats the nitrogen to Point 2 before it enters the recuperator. 

2.3 Conclusion 

In Paragraph 2.1 the typical gas turbine design procedure was discussed. For the conceptual 

design this design procedure was cut down to defining a specification, preliminary studies, 

thermodynamic dcsign point calculations and turbo machine selection. Paragraph 2.2 

discussed how these steps were performed during the conceptual layout design of the three- 

shaft PBMM. 

The major steps followed during design and development of the three-shaft PBMM consists 

of a specification, preliminary studies, thermodynamic design point studies and selection of 

turbomachinery. 
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In order to perform the conceptual layout design of thc two-shaft PBMM configuration this 

study will therefore perfonn the following: 
~ - 

1. Preliminary studies. 

2. Thermodynamic design point studies. 

3. Turbomachinery selection. 

This chapter also illustrated the suitability of Flownex to accurately simulate the existing 

three-shaft PRMM. Flowncx will therefore be used to verify the concept of re-configuring the 

existing PBMM to a two-shaft arrangement. This will be done by means of comparing a 

Flowiex model of the two-shaft PBMM to that of the three-shaft PBMM. 

In the next chapter the preliminary study will be conducted. It will focus: 

Defining the main limitations. 

a Investigating and selecting the type of rurbomachinery. 

= Investigating and selecting the load on the sysrem. 
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3 SPECIFICATION AND PRELIMINARY STUDIES

The previous chapter discussed the conceptual layout design of the three-shaft PBMM

configuration. In this chapter, the specification of the two-shaft PBMM is defined followed by

the preliminary study.

3.1 Specification

In order to reconfigure the PBMM to a two-shaft, pre- and inter-cooled, recuperative, closed

Brayton cycle, it is important to retain most of the major components of the existing three-

shaft PBMM. The major components in the PBMM are shown in Figure 3-1; they are the pre-

cooler, inter-cooler, electrical heater, recuperator and turbomachinery. To achieve this, the

main specification of the two-shaft PBMM configuration is to be thermodynamically similar

to the three-shaft PBMM configuration.

Figure 3-1 Solid model of the PBMM (Van Ravenswaay et al., 2003)

In Table 3-1 the Flownex steady-state results for the three-shaft PBMM configuration are

shown at two pressure levels. These results represent the thermodynamic operating conditions

that must be targeted in the conceptual layout design of the two-shaft PBMM configuration.

C 'fUNIBESIn YA BOKONE.8OPHIRIMA... NORTH.WESTUNIVERSITY...NOORDWES-UNrvERSITEIT
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Table 3-1 Steady-state results (Greyvenstein & Rousseau, 2002)

3.2 Preliminary studies

One of the main specifications is to retain most of the major components part of the existing

three-shaft PBMM, as discussed in the previous section. Therefore the preliminary study will

mainly focus on the choice of turbomachinery and the choice of load.

3.2.1 Choice ofturhomachinery

As discussed in Paragraph 2.2.2 the turbomachinery used in the PBMM is off-the-shelf

turbochargers. This shortened the development time and reduced the cost of the existing

PBMM. For this reason the turbomachinery for the two-shaft PBMM will also be off-the-shelf

turbochargers. Figure 3-2 shows a typical turbocharger with a centrifugal compressor and a

radial flow turbine adopting the inboard mounted bearing arrangement.

Compressor Cover

Bearing Housing Bearing System

Figure 3-2 Typical turbocharger (TruckPro, 2005)
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LP comuressor inlet uressure = IOlHcPa LP compressor inlet pressure =250 kPa
Component Pin Peat Tin Tout Rating Speed Pin Pout Tin Teat Rating Speed

IrkPa 1 kPal [roCl IroCl kWl Irrpm1 kPa] rkPa] °Cl [rocl kWl froml
LP Compressor 100.0 200.8 22.9 109.6 51.0 72018 250.0 496.9 26.0 112.1 124.3 71811
LP Turbine 248.5 150.5 628.5 549.0 51.0 72018 611.7 372.1 628.8 549.8 124.3 71811
HP Compressor 198.4 381.9 22.9 102.3 46.7 70009 491.3 938.0 26.1 105.1 114.1 69842
HP Turbme 378.0 249.1 700.0 628.5 46.1 70009 929.2 613.2 700.0 628.8 114.1 69842
Power Compressor 105.0 150.1 21.1 65.9 32.1 39073 262.0 372.1 22.9 66.6 76.8 38701
Power Turbine 149.1 105.0 549.0 498.2 32.1 39013 370.2 262.0 549.8 500.4 16.8 38707
Precooler lOLl 100.5 165.3 22.9 83.9 - 252.4 251.2 155.1 26.0 186.6 -
Intercooler 199.1 198.1 109.6 22.9 50.9 - 492.8 491.9 112.1 26.1 124.1 -
Recuperatorhot side 103.0 102.3 498.2 165.3 202.6 - 257.1 255.2 500.4 155.1 515.6 -
Recuperatorcold side 38Ll 379.4 102.3 438.8 202.6 - 935.9 932.5 105.1 453.3 515.6 -
Load rejection HX 106.5 105.1 65.9 21.1 32.1 - 265.1 262.3 66.6 22.9 76.8 -
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Although turbochargers operate successfully in the three-shaft PBMM, one problem

encountered, was excessive wear on the HP thrust bearing. The thrust bearing capacity

requirement is determined by disk pressures acting on the compressor and turbine, which are

directly related to turbine and compressor design. One of the contributing factors is that the

back face of the radial turbine in the turbocharger is heavily scalloped for reduced polar

moment, while the compressor has a full back face for optimum aerodynamic efficiency

(Baines, 2005:125).

Traditionally, turbochargers make use of fully floating journal bearings and tapered land

thrust bearings. Ball bearings, however offer an attractive alternative (See Figure 3-3). Ball

bearings have small frictional power losses, can be heavily overloaded and tolerate oil

starvation for short periods. Traditionally low-cost roller bearings did not meet the durability

requirements at the very high speed applications that are normal (Watson, 1982:43), but with

the ever developing bearing technology, roller bearings are gradually being introduced in

smaller and higher speed turbochargers (Baines, 2005:118).

Garrett (2005) discusses the advantages of roller bearings and it is subsequently summarized.

Compared to sleeve bearings, ball bearings require less lubrication, are more tolerant to

marginal lube conditions and are rotordynamically more stable. The angular contact bearing,

further more eliminates the need for the thrust bearing, commonly a weak link in the turbo

bearing system.

Figure 3-3 Typical turbocharger ball bearing (Garrett, 2005)

Based on the information above, the turbomachinery in the PBMM will be turbochargers,

preferably with ball bearings.
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3.2.2 Choice of load

Since the power turbine in the three-shaft PBMM-is part of a turbocharger, already having a

compressor, this compressor conveniently serves as load on the system. One of the major

advantages of the two-shaft arrangement, however, is the use of the generator during start-up.

Therefore the two-shaft PBMM must have a generator fitted to the LP shaft.

Conventionally a low speed (3000 rpm) wound rotor generator is used. At low power levels,

however, optimum turbine speed increases above 3000rpm for optimum efficiency (Compact

Power Systems, 2005). This means in order to accommodate the high speed of the

turbocharger, the generator set must include a speed reduction gearbox. Alternatively a high

speed generator can be used.

The incorporation of a high speed generator (mainly permanent magnet generators) has the

following advantages (TAKASE, 2004):
. Higher efficiency with an operating efficiency of 98 %.

Smaller footprint.

Higher reliability and lower maintenance.

Direct drive provides simplified assembly and integration.

.

.

.

Figure 3-4 shows the power and speed range capability of high speed permanent magnet

generators (S2M, 2005).

Krpm
I

120

1...-
500 KW

Figure 3-4 82M power and speed range capability (82M, 2005)
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Although expensive, the high-speed permanent magnet generator is suggested for the load on

the two-shaft PBMM configuration for the following reasons:

· The considerable reduction in size.

· High speed capability allows the use of turbocharger components for the LP rotor.

3.3 Conclusion

The major objective for the two-shaft PBMM configuration is to retain most of the major

components of the existing three-shaft PBMM. To achieve this, the main specification of the

two-shaft PBMM configuration is to be thermodynamically similar to the three-shaft PBMM

configuration. In Table 3-1 the thermodynamic operating conditions of the three-shaft PBMM

is tabulated. These operating conditions will therefore be targeted in the conceptual layout

design of the two-shaft PBMM configuration.

The preliminary study focused on the choice of turbomachinery and the choice of load. It is

suggested that the turbomachinery in the two-shaft PBMM configuration must be

turbochargers with ball bearings. Ball bearings offer the potential of better stability and

illuminate the vulnerability of traditional thrust bearings.

For the load on the two-shaft PBMM configuration a high speed generator was suggested for

the following reasons:
. The considerable reduction in size.

High speed capability allows the use of turb~charger components for the LP rotor.
.
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4 THERMODYNAMIC DESIGN POINT CALCULATIONS

Chapter 2 identified thermodynamic design point studies as the first major design step in the

conceptual design of a gas turbine. This chapter presents the integrated simulation performed

to determine the optimum thermodymunic parameters.

4.1 The Pre-and Inter-cooled recuperative closed Brayton Cycle

Although the gas turbine cycle can take on a number of thermodynamic configurations, this

study is concerned with the pre- and inter-cooled, recuperative, closed Brayton cycle. The T-s

diagram in Figure 4-1 shows the thermodynamic processes involved in the pre- and inter-

cooled, recuperative, closed Brayton cycle.

Inter-cooled

6
......

/
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/

Heating..,. ./
/

/
/

/
I

5'

.....T
I
I
I

j Expansion
I
I
I

7

compressIOn

s

Figure 4-1 Idealized diagram for a pre- and inter-cooled, recuperative, closed Brayton cycle

Cycles with recuperation

The thermodynamic performance of a gas turbine is measured by the net power output and the

thermal efficiency. In a simple gas turbine, consisting of the basic processes (compression,

heating, expansion, and cooling), represented on Figure 4-1 as the process 1-4'-6-7-1, these

two performance parameters are defined as:

The net power output:

Qnet = Qturbine- Qcompressor= C p (T6 - T7 ) - C P (T4, - ~ ) ( 4-1 )
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The cycle efficiency: 

Cyclc efficiency, however, can be incrcased by adding a recuperator. Whcn incorporating a 

recuperator. the turbine outlet temperature is exposed to the compressor outlet temperature. 

This results in an increase of the heat source inlet temperature, and subsequently reduces the 

heat needed to be added. Equation ( 4-2 ) can now be rewritten as: 

Since T, >T,. , c , ( ~ ,  - Tj ) <c,(T, - T , . ) ~  it can be seen that q is increased by the incorporation 

of a recuperator. 

C,j,cIes witlr inter-cooled compression 

The work absorbed by a compressor is directly proportional to the absolute temperature at 

compressor inlet. In an adiabatic compressor a large pressurt: ratio will cause a large increase 

in temperature. The work required to accomplish an incremental pressure ratio at the latter 

part of thc compression will be much larger than that for the same incremental pressure ratio 

in the low-pressure part. It is therefore an attractive option to split the conlpression process 

into several parts and cooling the compressed working fluid between the stages or groups of 

stages. The power required for compression, even with inefficient compressors, is less than 

that for isentropic compression (Wilson L Korakianitis, 1998: 106). 

Inter-cooled compression is represented by the process 1-2-3-4 on Figure 4-1. Without inter- 

cooling, compression takes place from 1-4'. The subsequent reduction in compression outlet 

temperature (T4.>T4) will increase the heat needed to achieve the required TIT. Therefore, an 

inter-cooler can only by utilized to its full extent if a recuperator is also incorporated. 

Closed Cycles vs. Open cycles 

The same thermodynamics apply to closed cycles than for open cycles. In open cycles air is 

compressed from atmosphere, mixed with fuel in a combustion process, expanded through a 

turbine, and discharged back to atmosphere. In a close cycle the working fluid is usually a gas 

with favourablc characteristics suited to the application. If there is a requirement for low blade 

speeds and a low number of stages, a gas with high molecular weight is chosen. For nuclear 

Conctpaal layoul design fot a ovo-shaft PBMM 
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applications, however, gases likc hydrogen or helium can be used to run at low Mach 

numbers and to utilize the favourable thermal and nuclear properties of these gases. This 

usually comes at the price of a large number of stages (Wilson & Korakianitis, 1998: 157). 

Heating in a closed cycle must take place without the degrading of the gas properties, which 

can be accomplishcd by external combustion or a nuclcar I-eactor. Heat must be transferred to 

the fluid usually through heat-exchanger surfaces. Since these surfaces cannot be cooled in 

the same way the turbine blades are cooled, it normally leads to a lower TIT. Closed cycles 

make use of a pre-cooler to cool the working fluid back to compressor inlet temperature. This 

temperature will, therefore. be a little higher than ambient (Wilson & Korakianitis, 1998: 157). 

4.2 Simulation Model 

In order to perform the thermodynamic design point analysis the cycle needs to be simulated 

in an integrated manner. A simulation model has the following generic structure (Rousseau, 

2004): 

* Conservation laws. 

Component characteristics: Heat transfer rates, pressure drops, efficiencies, etc. 

Fluid properties: Thermodynamic property tables, gas laws, d c .  

Boundary values: Temperatures, pressures, mass flows, etc 

4.2.1 Conservation laws 

All the components in the cycle are governed by the three conservation laws. These are the 

conservation of mass, momentum and energy. 

Conservation of moss: 

Conservation of momentum 

Incompressible: 
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Conservation of energy: 

Since the tllermodynamic design point analysis is the first step in the conceptual design 

process the following assumptions are made: 

Only steady-state conditions are investigated. 

= The fluid is assumed to be incompressible. 

Thc above assumptions result in the simplification of the conservation equations to the 

following: 

* Mass conservation: 

Momentum conservation: 

(PO* - PO, I+ %L = 0 

Energy conservation: 

Q + w = hehoe  - rk,hD, (4-10 ) 

Equations ( 4-8 ) through ( 4-10 ) are valid for any thennal-fluid component whether it is a 

pipe, heat exchanger or turbo machine. Ilowever, in ordcr for these equations to be solved for 

a specific component it is necessary to calculate values for ApoL, Q and W .  These three 

parameters represent the specific characteristics of a particular component design. The level 

of complexity and accuracy with which the component characteristics are calculated will 

determine the level of complexity of the simulation model (Rousseau, 2004). 

4.2.2 Component characferistirs 

During the first order cycle analysis, simplified component models are used to compute these 

characteristics. These component characteristics are summarized in Table 4-1. 
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Table 4-1 Compnnent charscteristics 

4.2.3 FIuid properties 

The working fluid in a gas turbine is a gas that is well removed from its liquefaction 

temperature in the cycle conditions chosen. A good approximation under these conditions is 

treating the working fluid as a perfect or semi-perfect gas, dcfined as a substance that obeys 

the equation of state, ( 4-1 1 ) (Wilson dt Korakianitis, 1998:96): 

pv = RT (4-11) 

where p is the pressure, v is the specific volume, X is the gas constant and T the absolute 

temperature. During the thermodynamic design point calculations the aim is to gain better 

insight into the variations that might be expected from changes in cycle conditions. It is 

therefore convenient to assume perfect-gas behaviour since the calculations is simplified to a 

great extend. 

4.2.4 Bounda y values 

Apart from component characteristics the performance of a gas turbine is determined by 

boundary values. Boundary values include minimum and maximum temperature, base 

pressure and mass flow. 
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4.3 Simulation of the two-shaft PBMM 

4.3.1 Cycle layout .- 

The schematic layout of the two-shaft PBMM is shown in Figure 4-2. Starting at 1: nitrogen 

at relative low pressure and temperature is comp~.e.ssed by the LPC to an intermediate. pressure 

at 2, after which it is cooled in the I<. from state 3 to 4. The IiPC then compresses the 

nitrogen to the maximum cycle pressure at 6. From 7 to 8 the nitrogen is preheated in the high 

pressure side of the recuperator. At 10 the nitrogen reaches its highest temperature after being 

heatcd by the electrical heat source. The necessary work needed by the HPC is produced by 

the HPT, through expanding the nitrogen from 11 to 12. From 13 to 14 the expansion in the 

LPT produces the work needed by the LPC in addition to the useful shaft-work. From 15 to 

16 the unused energy is utilized in the low-pressurc side of the recuperator. Ln order to 

complete the cycle the nitrogen is cooled back to the minimum temperature in the PC from 17 

to 18. 

I 
Figure 4-2 Cycle layout of the two-shaft PBMM 

4.3.2 Assumptions and limitations 

A number of parameters n~ust be supplied as input to the model besides the minimum 

pressure and maximum temperature. This includes the magnitude of the pressure drops in 

pipes and heat exchangers, effectiveness of heat exchangers as wcll as efficiencies of 

compressors and turbines. 
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These values include the following assumptions (Greyvenstein & Rousseau, 2002): 

Pressure drops in pipes are equal to 0.6% of the absolute pressure at the inlet to thc 

pipe. 

Pressure drops in the recuperator and the heat exchangers are 0.5% of the absolute 

pressure at the inlet. 

The isentropic efficiencies of the compressors are 76%, which is realistic for a 

turbocharger compressor. 

= The isentropic eEcicncies of the turbine arc 72%. 

The effectiveness if the pre- and inter-cooler are 95%. 

Effectiveness of the recuperator is taken as 88%. 

Base pressure and mass flow 

The barometric pressure on location in Potchefstroom is approximately 86 kPa. In order to 

prevent leakage of air into the system the minimum base pressure was set to 100 kPa. Sincc 

closed cycles use inventory control, the base pressure can be controlled. Similar to the three- 

shaft PBMM the two-shaft PBMM will be designed to achieve part-load conditions of about 

40% MCR. Since power output is linear to the base pressure this means a maximum base 

pressure of 250 kPa. 

The mass flow rate is dependent on the base pressure. The relation behveen base pressure and 

mass flow rate is influenced by the size of the turbomachinery, As the turbomachinery has not 

becn selected at this stage, the mass flow rate is takeil as unity. 

Maximum temperature 

The maximum temperature in the PBMM is limited by the maximum temperature allowed for 

the HPT blades. Since the turbochargers will not bc operated near the upper extremes of their 

rotational spceds, a maximum ternperature of 700°C is acceptable. 

Minimum temperature 

The minimum temperature is dictated by the supply temperature of the cooling water and is 

taken as 20°C. 

-. 
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Pressure ratio 

One of the aims of the thermodynamic design point calculations is to optimise the OPR to 

achieve optimal cycle performance. Since the cycle incoporates a recuperator two OPRs will 

exist, one for maximum efficiency and one for maximum power output 

Saravanamuttoo er ai. (2003:5?) explains cycles with inter-cooled compression. If the 

compression is split into a LPC and a HPC, the cycle efficiency is at a maximum when the 

OPR is divided equally between the compressors. provided that the working fluid is inter- 

cooled to the same temperature prior to compression. Table 4-2 gives a summary of the 

assumptions discussed above. 

Table 4-2 First order cycle analysis nssun~ptians. 

p i e  Parameter j ~ s s " r n m  

Pmin 

700 "C 

4.3.3 Optimum OPR 

Optimum OPR for maximum cycle power output 

To one extreme, a small OPR (close to unity) will result in little work needed by the 

compressors but, subsequently also in little work produced by the turbines. Net power, 

therefore, will be insignificantly small. To the other extreme, having a large OPR will result 

in a high temperature rise during compression. Little or no heat can therefore be added to 

reach the maximum TIT limit. This results in the immediate expansion to the base pressure. 

Consequently, turbine work will he less than compressor work, producing no useful output. In 
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between these two unwanted extremes there is an OPR at which net work produced is at a 

maximum. Adding a recuperator to improve the efficiency of the cycle, assuming no 

additional pressure losses through the recuperator, will have no effect on this optimum OPR 

for maximum power output (Wilson & Korakianitis. 1998:97). 

The simulation model set up in EES was therefore used to conduct a parametric study. Figure 

4-3 shows the variation of power output with changes in OPR. At an OPR of 4.414 the power 

output is at a maximum of 52.26 kW/kg s. 

Maximum: 
Q8,= 52.26 IkVvtk~ sl 
@ OPR =4.414 

Figure 4-3 Specific power output as a function of OPR 

Optimum OPR for maximum cycle ej@ciency 

The choice of OPR for maximum efficiency is greatly affected by the addition of a 

recuperator. If the cycle does not incorporate a recuperator, maximum efficiency will be at 

approximately the same OPR as that for maximum power output. Howevcr, including a 

recuperator will result in an optimum OPR, for maximum efficiency, lower than that for 

maximum power output (Wilson & Korakianitis, 1998: 101). 

In order to demonstrate this statement, assume recuperator effectiveness of unity (meaning 

compressor discharge will be brought up to the turbine outlet temperature) and zero pressure 

losses through the recuperator. Increasing the OPR above the OPR for maximum power 

output, results in a decrease of turbine outlet temperature. Subsequently the heat source inlet 

temperature also falls, and more heat must be added to keep the TIT at the desired level. 

When, on the other hand, the OPR is decreased below that for maximum power output, the 

turbine outlet temperature will rise and with it the heat source inlet temperature. This results 
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in a reduction of heat that needs to be supplied to achieve the desired TIT. Therefore. the 

optimum OPR for maximum cycle efficiency is lawet than that for maximum power output 

when a recuprator is incorporated (Wilson & Korakianitis, 19%: 102). 

The variation of cycle efficiency as a function on OPR for the two-shaft PBMM is shown in 

Figure 4-4. At an OPR of 2.88 the cycle efficiency is at a maximum of 19.2 %. 

ul 
a 0.12 In 
F 

0 08 Maximum: 
?lc)cls = 0.192 

@ OPR = 2.88 

Figure 4-4 Cycle efficiency as a function of OPH 

Choice of OPR 

Botl~a (2002) explains that since industrial applications are intended to operate ti\r extendcd 

periods, the drive is normally to improve cycle efficiency rather than power output. Usually 

this will be achieved by custom designed turbomachinery. In the case of the PBMM, 

however, off-the-shelf turbochargers are used resulting in that the exact OPR cannot be 

specified. Therefore, at this stage of the design process, the OPR can only be narrowed down 

to the range of OPRs that exist behveen maximum efficiency and maximum power 

output (Figure 4-5). 
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1 2 3 4 5 7 

OPR M 

Figure 4-5 OPR range 

The matching of turbochargers, allowing the operation of the cycle at an OPR between 2.88 

and 4.414, with the highest cycle efficiency will be selected. Figure 4-6 shows a T-s diagram 

of the cycle at maximum efficiency. 

Figure 4-6 T-s diagram at maximum efficiency 

4.4 Sensitivity analysis 

Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4 can be combined to form the graph in Figure 4-7. The graph shows 

the variation of cycle efficiency with specific power output as a function of OPR. The 

performance of the systcm is dependent on the values supplied in 'Table 4-2. Compressor 

efficiency, turbine efficiency, mass flow and pressure ratio sharing is dependent on the 

turbocharger selection ~vhile the base pressure and TIT is used to alter the cycle output during 

part-load operation. For this reason thc seusitivity of the cycle to changes in these parameters 

are investigated. 
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Figure 4-7 Cycle efficiency versus specific power output as a function of OPR 

4.4.1 Turbomachinery effciencies 

In Table 4-2, efficiencies for the turbomachinery were assumed. Although they are realistic, 

they are not always correct and will only be known after the effects the turbomachinery have 

on each other had been taken into account. It is therefore necessary to investigate the 

sensitivity of the cycle performance to changes in turbomachinery efficiency. 

Figure 4-8 shows the variation of efficiency with specific power output as a function of OPR 

at various compressor efficiencies. It is obvious from the graph that both efficiency and power 

output is reduced by a reduction in compressor efficiency. 

Figure 4-8 Cycle efficiency versus specific power output as a function of OPR and compressor efficiency 
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Figure 4-9 shows the variation of efficiency with specific power output as a function of OPR 

at various turbine efficiencies. It is obvious ikom&e graph that both efficiency and power 

output is reduced by a reduction in turbine efficiency. 

a,,, [kw.kg-' .s] 

Figure 4-9 Cycle efficiency versus specific power output as a function of OPR and turbine efiiciency 

4.4.2 Pressure rafio sharing 

Figure 4-10 and Figure 4-1 1 illustrates the importance of the OPR to be equally divided 

between the LPC and HPC. It is clear from the graphs that both power output and cycle 

efiiciency rapidly decreases if the OPR is not equally shared between the two compressors. 

Figure 4-10 Specific power output as a function of PR- 

Figure 4-10 shows the sensitivity of specific power output to PRHpC for a constant OPR. 

When the OPR is divided equally between the two compressors, meaning PRH~c = P R L ~ ~ ,  the 

specific power output is at it maximum. 
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Figure 4-11 Cycle efficiency as a function of PRwc 

Figure 4-1 1 shows the sensitivity of cycle efficiency to PRwc for a constant OPR. The cycle 

efficiency is at a maximum where P R m  is slightly higher than PRLPC. Possibly because Ts is 

slightly lower that TI. 

4.4.3 Maximum temperature and mass flow 

The TIT is often used to change the power output of the cycle, however, looking at Figure 

4-12 it is clear that the reduction in power output comes at the expense of cycle efficiency. 

Figure 4-12 Cycle eficiency versus specific power output as a function of OPR and TIT 

Having a closed cycle, however, permits the use of inventory control to alter the cycle power 

output. This type of control allows all temperatures, volume flow rates, velocities and 

pressure ratios in the cycle to remain approximately the same. By varying the pressure inside 

the cycle, the mass flow is changed to adjust power output of the cycle (See Paragraph 2.2.3). 
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Since mass flow is determined by the size of the turbomachinery, the initial assumption was 

to take mass flow as unity. Once the turbomachinery are selected, however, mass flow 

becomes a function of the pressure inside the cycle, according to Equation ( 2-1 ). Assuming 

that turbomachinery efficiency is maintained at these various mass flows, it can be seen 

(Figure 4-13) that cycle efficiency remained constant while the specific power output 

increased with an increasing mass flow rate. 

Figure 4-13 Cycle eff~eiency versus specific power output as a function of OPR and mass flow rate 

Figure 4-14 shows that the shape of the T-s diagram stays virtually unchanged at different 

pressure levels. This means that pressure -and temperature ratios remain unaffected and 

therefore also the cycle efficiency. 

Figure 4-14 T-s diagram for minimum and maximum base pressure 
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4.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter the thermodynamic design point stliay of the two-shaft PBMM was presented. 

Simplified equations for conservation of mass, momentum and energy were derived for all the 

components making up the two-shaft PBMM. These equations were implemented in an EES 

program. As input to this simulation model, a  lumber of assumptions were made together 

with the identification of limitations of the PBMM. These assumptions and limitations were 

summarized in Table 4-2. 

Through a parametric study the effect of cycle performance as a function of OPR was 

investigated. Two optimum values for OPR was found, one for maximum cycle efficiency at 

2.88, and one for maximum cycle power output at 4.414. Normally turbomachinery will be 

custom designed to achieve maximum cycle efficiency. In the case of the PBMM, however, 

an off-the-shelf turbocharger will be selected. The OPR was therefore only narrowed down to 

the range of OPRs that exists between maximum efficiency and maximum power output, 

Figure 4 5 .  

The values supplied in Table 4-2, although realistic, are not correct since they are dependent 

on the fmal selection of the turbomachincry. Therefore a sensitivity analysis was conducted, 

which had the following results: 

* Cycle efficiency and cycle power output is reduced by reduction in turbine and 

compressor efficiency. 

For optimum power output and cycle efffciency the OPR must be equally shared 

between the LPC and HPC. 

A reduction of the TIT results in a reduction of power output and cycle efficiency. 

As mass flow decreases so does cycle power output at constant cycle efficiency. 

These results are used in Chapter 5 to identify a suitable turbocharger paring. 
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In the previous chapter the thermodynamic design point study of the two-shaft PBMM was 

presented and the optimum thermodynamic conditions were determined. In this chapter the 

turbocharger selection is done to achieve these optimum conditions. 

The chapter begins with a discussion on the characteristics of compressors and turbines as 

individual components. This is followed by an investigation on how these components 

interact with each other in a two-shaft pre- and inter-cooled recuperative closed Brayton 

cycle. Finally the chapter finishes off with the turbocharger selection. 

5.1 Compressor characteristics 

Compressor characteristics are specified by curves of delivery pressure and temperature 

plotted against mass flow for various fixed values of rotational speed. However, these 

characteristics are dependent on other variables such as the conditions of pressure and 

temperature at the entry of the compressor and the physical properties of the working fluid. 

The full variation of these properties would involve an excessive number of experiments and 

a practical presentation of these results would prove to be impossible. In Saravanamuttoo et 

a/. (2001:173) this complication is eliminated by using the techmque of dimensional analysis. 

Through dimensional analysis the variables may be combined to form a more manageable 

number of dimensional groups. The dimensional analysis of a compressor is backed by the 

following important points: 

When considering the dimension of temperature it is useful to associate it with the gas 

constant R. This results in a combined variable RT that is equal to p/p and has the 

dimensions ML''T'~/ML~~ = L~T-', which is the same as (velocity)2. Using the same 

gas during the testing and subsequent use of the compressor, R can finally be 

eliminated. However, if there is a change from one gas to another, R must be retained 

in the final expression. 

The behaviour of the compressor is undoubtedly influenced by the density of the gas. 

If the pressure p and the RT product is also sited, however, its inclusion is not 

required since p = p/RT. 

The viscosity p of the gas can be included since in theory it will also influence the 

behaviour of the compressor. The addition of this variable would result in the 
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emergence of the Reynolds number. Due to the highly turbulent flow during normal 

operating conditions for compressors, expgrience indicates that the influence of this 

variable is negligibly small, and its effect may be excluded. 

Keeping the above points in mind, the various quantities, which will influence the behaviour 

of the compressor and dependent on it, can be considered. The solution takes on the form of 

an equation in which a function of all the variables equates to zero. 

A(D,  N , ~ , P , ,  ,pO2 X0,, RT,, 1 = 0 ( 5-1 ) 

Where D is a characteristic geometrical parameter of the compressor, usually taken as the 

impeller diameter and N is the rotational speed. The subscripts 1 and 2 denote the inlet and 

exit stations respectively. 

Using dimensional analysis, the seven variables of Equation ( 5-1 ) can be reduced to four 

non-dimensional groups. The resulting dimensionless parameters are: 

For a compressor the pressure ratio is defined as 

Po2 PR, = - 
Pot 

Using isentropic flow relations, it is possible to replace the temperature ratio parameter with 

isentropic cfficiency. For a compressor isentropic efficiency is defined as 

Subsequently, for a compressor, Equation ( 5-2 ) reduces to 

Where the Non-Dimensional Mass flow rate O M )  is defined as 

NDM = 
D'P,, 

And the Non-dimensional Speed (NDS) is defined as  

*OMSTY*MIW Concepluat layout design for a rwojhafl PBMM 
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ND 
NDS = - 

-- 

5.1.1 Compressor performance maps 

Using the four variables in Equation ( 5-5 ), the performance for any compressor can be given 

as a set of two curves, namely pressure ratio as a function of NDM for various constant NDS 

curves (Figure 5-I), as well as isentropic efficiency, plotted in the same manner (Figure 5-2). 

These c w e s ,  although plotted in two dimensions, are really representing a surface formed in 

three-dimensional space (Flownex, 2005). 

1 
NDM 

Figure 5-1 Typical compressor pressure ratio characteristic 

The compressor map in Figure 5-1 shows three identifiable regions. The region to the left is 

known as the surge region while the region to the right is known as the choke region. Stable 

operation is represented by the region bounded by these two unwanted regions of instability. 

pR 

4 
NDM 

tant speed 

lines 

Choke 

Figure 5-2 Typical compressor efficiency characteristic 
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5.2 Turbine characteristics 

Turbine characteristics can be represented in the i h e  manner as a compressor by the four 

non-dimensional groups in Equation ( 5-2 ). For a turbine the pressure ratio is defined as: 

Pot PR, = - 
Po1 

Using isentropic flow relations, it is possible to replace the temperature ratio in Equation 

( 5-2 ) with isentropic efficiency. For a turbine isentropic efficiency is defined as: 

Subsequently, for a turbine Equation ( 5-2 ) reduces to 

f, (PR,, q, . NDM, NUS) = 0 

where NDM and NDS are defined by Equation ( 5-6 ) and ( 5-7 ) respectively. 

5.2.1 Turbine performance maps 

Using the four variables in Equation ( 5-10 ), the performance for any turbine can be given as 

a set of two curves, namely pressure ratio as a function of NDM for various NDS (Figure 

5-3), as well as the isentropic efficiency plotted in the same manner (Figure 5-4). 

t I 

P,, 

Figure I 3  Typical turbine pressure ratio characteristic (Flownex, 2005) 
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Figure 5-4 Typical turbine efliciency characteristic (Flownex, 2005) 
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In practice, however, it is found that turbines do not exhibit significant variation in NDM with 

variation in NDS. The turbine operating region is in most cases restricted by the component 

downstream of it (Saravanamuttoo et al., 2001:378). 

rl, 

'I 

5.3 Prediction of performance 
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The design point for a system is defined as being the point of operation when the system is 

operating at the specific speed, optimum pressure ratio and mass flow for which the 

components where designed. Off-design performance is defined as the complete operating 

range of speed and power output that is achievable by the system (Saravanamuttoo et al., 

2001 :374). 

Performance characteristics for individual components are determined by experience or 

obtained by actual tests. When components are linked together, however, the component's 

range of possible operation is considerably reduced. Depending on the cycle layout various 

parameters can be changed to deliver a range of possible engine outputs. For various specific 

speeds the influence of changes in the controllable parameters are plotted on the compressor 

maps to form equilibrium running diagrams. The engine is in equilibrium when the engine is 

operating at a steady speed. The equilibrium running diagrams shows the proximity of the 

operating points to compressor surge and if the compressor is operating in a region of 

adequate efficiency. The aim is to keep the compressor operating point near the locus of 

maximum compressor efficiency for the complete operating range of the engine 

(Saravanamuttoo et al., 2001:374). The unique relationship that exists between the 
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components for the two-shaft pre- and inter-cooled recuperative closed Brayton cycle is 

discussed in Paragraph 5.4 - 

Depending of the cycle layout, the engine will reveal a variation of efficiency with reduction 

in power output. This phenomenon referred to as part load performance, is of major 

importance where the engine is required to operate at reduced power for extended periods 

(Saravanamuttoo et al., 2001:375). 

5.4 Turbo machine matching of a two-shaftpre- and inter-cooled recuperative 
closed Brayton cycle 

In Saravanamuttoo et al. (2001) matching procedures for various cycle configurations are 

described. These cycles are all open cycles, however, the fundamentals of satisfying work and 

flow compatibility are just as appropriate when dealing with closed cycles. Therefore, as a 

result of the literature found in Saravanamuttoo et al. (2001), the unique relationship that 

exists between the components was derived for the two-shaft pre- and inter-cooled 

recuperative closed Brayton cycle. Figure 5-5 shows the turbomachinery layout of the two- 

shaft PBMM. 

Figure 5-5 Two-shaft PBMM turbomachinery layout 

5.4.1 Turbines in series 

The matching of two-shaft engines can be considerably simplified if the behavior of turbines 

in series is considered. The value of riZ&/po,, at HPT exit can be calculated from 

Equation ( 5-1 1). 

kL - - 4% Po,, JTol2 
X--X= 

where 
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( 5-12 ) 

and 

Applying Equations ( 5-1 1) through ( 5-13 ) to the points on the single curve of the HPT 

characteristic, a single curve representing the HPT outlet flow characteristics can de obtained. 

The result is shown by the dotted line in the Figure 5-6. 

The effect of operating two turbines in series is shown in the Figure 5-6, where it can be seen 

that the requirement for flow compatibility between the two turbines places a major restriction 

on the operation of the HPT. In particular, as long as the LPT is choked, the HPT will operate 

at the fixed point marked (a). With the LPT unchoked, the HPT will be restricted to operate at 

a fixed pressure ratio for each LPT pressure ratio, e.g. (b) and (c). 

Figure 5-6 Behaviour of turbines in series 

Thus the maximum pressure ratio across the HPT is determined by the choking of the LPT, 

and at all times the HPT pressure ratio is controlled by the swallowing capacity of the LPT. 

Therefore a fixed relation exists between pressure ratios of the HPT and the LPT. 
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5.4.2 HP rotor 

The effect of the HPT on the HPC characteristicsZan be determined by considering the HP 

rotor alone, for flow and work compatibility. 

Flow compatibility: 

The relation that exists between the HPT and HPC for flow compatibility is given by 

Equation ( 5-14 ) 

Equation ( 5-14 ) can therefore be rewritten as: 

PR, = PRh, 

Where: 

PR,, is the pressure ratio across the recuperator and the heat source assumed to be 

constant and close to unity. 

GI, . . - 1s unchanged since inventow control is used in a closed cycle 

Therefore, unique lines exist on the HPC characteristic, for constant values ofNDM,,. 

Figure 5-7 shows a typical HPC compressor map with superimposed HPT flow compatibility 

lines. 

LL 
a 

NDM 

Figure 5-7 Flow compatibility of the HP rotor 
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Work compatibility: 

The relation that exists between the HPT and HPC for work compatibility is given by 

Equation ( 5-16 ). 

ATOHPT - ATOHPC To5 CPn - - ------ X - 

Toll To, To,, cPJlm~ 

where 

and 

Therefore, assuming constant%, unique lines exist on the HPC characteristic, for constant 
&,I 

values ofPR,,. Figure 5-8 shows a typical compressor map with superimposed work 

compatibility lines. 

NDM 

Figure 5-8 Work compatibility of the HP rotor 

HPC flow compatibility is only a function of NDMm ( 5-15 ) and work compatibility is only 

a function of PRHPT ( 5-16 ). Therefore, the intersection of the flow and work compatibility 

lines acquired from a point on the HPT characteristic provides a unique matching point on the 

HPC characteristic. Such a matching point exists for every point on the HPT characteristic. 

Joining up the matching points a matching line can be acquired. Figure 5-9 shows a typical 

HPC characteristic map with a superimposed HPT matching line. 

Conccphlal layout design far a twoshaft PBMM 
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NDM 

Figure 5-9 HP rotor matching line 

5.4.3 LP rotor 

Flow compatibility: 

The relation that exists between the HPC and LPC for flow compatibility is given by Equation 

( 5-19). 

The above flow compatibility equation can be rewritten as: 

Where: 

PR, the pressure ratio across the inter-cooled is assumed to be constant close to 

unity. 

JZ . - a is assumed to be constant for a closed cycle (Close to unity). 

Therefore, unique lines exist on the LPC characteristic, for constant values ofNDM,. 

Figure 5-10 shows a typical LPC compressor map with superimposed HPC flow compatibility 

lines. 
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NDM 

Figure 5-10 Flow compatibility between LPC and HPC 

Work Compatibilify 

Work compatibility of the LP rotor must equate the work delivered by the LPT, the power 

dissipated by the generator and the power needed by the LPC. This work compatibility of the 

LP rotor, however, can be considerably simplified. This is done by assuming that the 

generator will dissipated the difference between the power developed by the LPT and that 

needed by the LPC. 

In order to achieve a specific operating point on the LPT, the LPC must contribute a specific 

amount of pressure ratio to the Overall Pressure Ratio. The OPR is determined by: 

OPR = f, x PR,, x PRHpT ( 5-21 ) 

Where f; is a factor accounting for pressure losses. . 

The OPR can also be defined as: 

OPR = PR, x PR, ( 5-21 ) 

The division of the OPR by the turbines is dictated by the behavior of two turbines in series 

described in Paragraph 5.4.1. The pressure ratio over the HPC is determined by the operating 

point of the HPT. Therefore, the pressure ratio needed by the LPC can be calculated from 

Equation ( 5-22 ). 

LPC flow compatibility is only a function of NDMHPc, Equation ( 5-20 ), and P R L p C  a 

function of the OPR and PRHPC, Equation ( 5-22 ) . Therefore, the intersection of the flow 
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compatibility line and the calculated PRLPC, determined by the operating point on the HPC, 

provides a matching point on the LPC characteristic. Consequently, for each operating point 

on the HPC characteristic there exists a corresponding matching point on the LPC 

characteristic. Figure 5-1 1 shows a typical matching line. 

5.5 Selection 

11 I 
0 4.5 9 13.5 18 22.5 

NDM LPC 

Figure 5-1 1 LPC matching line 

On the bases of the matching characteristics of the two-shaft pre-and inter-cooled recuperative 

closed Brayton cycle discussed in Paragraph 5.4, suitable turbochargers can now be 

identified. The first step in this identification process is to determine suitable turbocharger 

turbines. This is followed by the evaluation of the HPC and LPC operating points with 

relation to high efficiency, surge and choke regions. Finally the identiiied turbocharger pairs 

are simulated in Flownex in order to compare important cycle characteristic values for the 

different configurations. 

5.5. I Turbine selection 

Figure 5-12 shows the performance maps of five commercially available turbocharger 

turbines. The mass flow rate of these machines can be used as an indication of their size. 

Therefore, Turbine A (TA) is the biggest and Turbine E (TE) is the smallest. 
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Figure 5-12 Performance maps of turbocharger turbines 

Using the predictable behaviour of two turbines in series, discussed in Paragraph 5.4.1, the 

fixed relation that exists between the pressure ratios of the LPT and HPT can be plotted on a 

single graph, with the x-axes PRLPT and the y-axes P R w  This was done for all the turbines 

in Figure 5-12 and is shown in Figure 5-14 to Figure 5-18. In order to evaluate this combined 

behaviour of the turbines in series, however, it is necessary to define a suitable operating 

region on this graph to identify appropriate turbine parings. 

Selection criteria 

This region is defined with the help of the optimum thermodynamic operating conditions 

determined in Chapter 4. These are: 

Two optimum values for OPR exist, one for maximum cycle efficiency at 2.88, and 

one for maximum cycle power output at 4.414 (Paragraph 4.3.3). 

For optimum power output and cycle efficiency the OPR must be equally shared 

between the LPC and HPC (Paragraph 4.4.2). 

The first requirement these thermodynamic operating conditions put on the selection of the 

two turbines, is that the combined pressure ratio of the two turbines must be between 2.88 and 

4.414. With the OPR known and substituting it into Equation ( 5-21 ) two equilateral 

hyperbola curves are defined, one for OPR = 2.88 and one for OPR = 4.414 respectively (See 

Figure 5-13). 
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Implementing the second requirement into Equation ( 5-22 ) determines PRUC and P R H ~ ~  as 

follows: -- 

R, = PR, = &%% ( 5-23 ) 

Substituting Equations ( 5-17 ) and ( 5-18 ) into the work compatibility equation for the HP 

rotor, Equation ( 5-16 ), the amount of pressure ratio dissipated by the HPT to allow the HPC 

to produce its share of the pressure ratio can be determined by Equation ( 5-24 ). 

Where: 

qHPT = 0.69 (Assumption Table 4-2) 

qHpc = 0.76 (Assumption Table 4-2) 

PR, = &%%according to Equation ( 5-23 ) 

To* -is constant for a closed cycle. 
T,, , 
cph = 1.045 

cp, ~ 1 . 1 6 2  

qmH = 0.99 (Assumption Table 4-2) 

y = 1.4 for nitrogen 

Substituting the calculated PRHPT into Equation ( 5-21 ) the relationship that must exist 

between the pressure ratios of the LPT and HPT foithe compressors to equally share the OPR 

is determined. This is represented by the straight lines on Figure 5-13. Where the one with the 

slope m4.65  is for an OPR=2.88 and the one with the slope of m=O.58 is for an OPR=4.414. 

Figure 5-13 Turbine selection criteria 
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Turbine identt$kation 

In Figure 5-14 to Figure 5-18 each turbine, showa-in Figure 5-12, alternately takes a turn to 

be the LPT. Superimposing the selection criteria on each of these graphs makes it possible to 

identify suitable turbine pairs. 

From Figure 5-14, with turbine A as the LPT, it is clear that having turbine E and D as the 

HPT does not meet the criteria. Turbines A, B and C, however, do meet the criteria since the 

curves intersect the suitable operating region. Therefore the following configurations can be 

identified: 

Configuration 1: LP unit turbocharger A - HP unit turbocharger C 

Configuration 2: LP unit turbocharger A - HP unit turbocharger B 

Configuration 3: LP unit turbocharger A - HP unit turbocharger A. 

Figure 5-14 PRm vs. PRLW with LPT model A 

From Figure 5-15, with turbine B as the LPT, it is clear that having turbine E and A as the 

HPT does not meet the criteria. Turbines D, C and B, however, do meet the criteria since the 

curves intersect the suitable operating region. Therefore the following configurations can be 

identified: 

Configuration 4: LP unit turbocharger B - HP unit turbocharger D 

Configuration 5: LP unit turbocharger B - HP unit turbocharger C 
= Configuration 6 :  LP unit turbocharger B - HP unit turbocharger B 
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Figure 5-15 PI&, vs. PRLm with LPT model B 

From Figure 5-16, with turbine C as the LPT, it is clear that having turbine E, B and A as the 

HPT does not meet the criteria. Turbines D and C, however, do meet the criteria since the 

curves intersect the suitable operating region. Therefore the following configurations can be 

identified: 

Configuration 7: LP unit turbocharger C - HP unit turbocharger D - Configuration 8: LP unit turbocharger C - HP unit turbocharger C 
- 
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Figure 5-16 P h  VS. P&PI. with LPT model C 

From Figure 5-17, with turbine D as the LPT, it is clear that having turbines A, B and C as the 

HPT do not meet the criteria. Turbines D and E, however, do meet the criteria since the 

curves intersect the suitable operating region. Therefore the following configurations can be 

identified: 

= Configuration 9: LP unit turbocharger D - HP unit turbocharger E 

Configuration 10: LP unit turbocharger D - HP unit turbocharger D 
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PRLPT 

Figure 5-17 P R w  vs. PRLPT with LPT model D 

From Figure 5-18, with turbine E as the LPT, it is clear that having turbines A, B, C and D 

as the HPT do not meet the criteria. Turbine E, however, does meet the criteria since the 

curve intersects the suitable operating region. Turbine E, however, being the smallest of 

the turbines, this configuration will not be further investigated. 

Figure 5-18 PRm vs. PRwr with LIT model E 

The identified configurations are summarized in Table 5-1. With suitable turbocharger 

turbines now identified, the next step is to evaluate the compressors of these turbochargers as 

HPC and LPC compressors in the two-shaft PBMM. 
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Table 5.1 Turbocharger parings 

[ Configuration I Turbocharger 1 

5.5.2 Evaluation of compressor operating points 

The previous section determined suitable turbocharger turbines. Figure 5-19 shows the 

performance maps of the five commercially available turbocharger compressors. The m a s  

flow rate of these machines can be used as an indication of their size. Therefore, Compressor 

A (CA) is the biggest and Compressor E (CE) is the smallest. 

+CB 
C C C  
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+CE 
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Figure 5-19 Performance naps of turbocharger compressors 

5.5.3 HPC operating point evaluation 

The requirement for flow and work compatibility that must exist between the HPT and the 

HPC, discussed in Paragraph 5.4.2, was used to determine the operating lines of all the 

configurations tabulated in Table 5-1. The results are shown in Figure 5-20 to Figure 5-24. 
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Figure 5-20 shows the evaluation of compressor A as the HPC in Configuration 1. The 

operating line is within the high efficiency reg& and well removed from the surge and 

choking regions. 

Figure 5-20 Evaluation of compressor A as HPC 

Figure 5-21 shows the evaluation of compressor B as the HPC in Configurations 2 and 3. The 

operating lines are in close proximity to the high-efficiency region and well removed from the 

surge and choking regions. 

Figure 5-21 Evaluation of compressor B as HPC 

Figure 5-22 shows the evaluation of compressor C as the HPC in Configurations 4 and 6. The 

operating lines are not in close proximity to the high efficiency region. It is, however, well 

removed from the surge and choking regions. 
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Figure 5.22 Evaluation of compressor C as HPC 

Figure 5-23 shows the evaluation of compressor D as the HPC in Configurations 5, 7 and 8. 

The operating lines are in close proximity to the high efficiency region and well removed 

from the surge and choking regions. 

Figure 5-23 Evaluation of eompressor D as HPC 

Figure 5-24 shows the evaluation of compressor E as the HPC in Configurations 9 and 10. 

The operating lines are in close proximity to the high efficiency region and well removed 

from the surge and choking regions. 
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Figure 5-24 Evaluation of compressor E as HPC 

5.5.4 LPC operatingpoint evaluation 

In Paragraph 5.4.3 the matching requirements for the LPC were discussed. This was used to 

determine the operating lines of all the Configurations tabulated in Table 5-1. The results are 

shown in Figure 5-20 to Figure 5-24. 

Figure 5-25 shows the evaluation of Compressor A as the LPC in Configurations 1 and 2. The 

operating line is in close proximity to the high efficiency region and well removed from the 

surge region. The close proximity to the choking region, however, is unwanted. 

41--- 76 % efficiency 

NDM [kg.il .sqrt(~).bar-'] 

Figure 5 2 5  Evaluation of compressor A as LPC 

Figure 5-26 shows the evaluation of Compressor B as the LPC in Configurations 3, 4 and 5. 

The operating lines are in close proximity to the high efficiency region and well removed 

from the surge and choking regions. 
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Figure 5-26 Evaluation of compressor Bas LPC 

Figure 5-27 shows the evaluation of Compressor C as the LPC in Configurations 6 and 7. The 

operating lines are not in close proximity to the high efficiency region. It is, however, well 

removed from the surge and choking regions. 
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Figure 5-27 Evaluation of compressor C as LPC 

Figure 5-28 shows the evaluation of Compressor D as the LPC in C ~ ~ g u r a t i o n s  8 and 9. The 

operating lines are in close proximity to the high efficiency region and well removed from the 

surge and choking regions. 
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Figure 5-28 Evaluation of compressor D as LPC 

Figure 5-29 shows the evaluation of Compressor E as the LPC in Configurations 10. The 

operating line is in close proximity to the high efficiency region and well removed from the 

surge and choking regions. 
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Figure 5-29 Evaluation of compressor E as LPC 

In Table 5-2 the results of the compressor evaluation is summarized. Most of the 

configurations had good results making the selection of the turbochargers only on the basis of 

this evaluation, impractical. Therefore, all the configurations were simulated in Flownex. This 

allowed the comparison of the different configurations. 
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Table 5-2 Results of compressor evaluation 

1 HP LP 
Configuration 1 Efficiency 1 Surge I Choke (Efficiency1 Surge 1 Choke 

5.5.5 Configurafion comparison andjinal selection 

The iwo-shaft configuration having a generator fitted on a compressor shaft makes the speed 

of the LP rotor a design choice. Figure 5-30 shows the variation of power output with 

variation of shaft speed, while Figure 5-31 shows the variation of cycle efficiency with 

variation of shaft speed. For all the configurations, the rotational speed at which maximum 

power was achieved is higher than the speed at which maximum efficiency was achieved. 

This behaviour is consistent with the thermodynamic behaviour observed in Paragraph 4.3.3. 

In this paragraph optimum OPRs were determined for maximum power output and maximum 

cycle efficiency. With the pressure ratio of the LPC being a function of its rotational speed, an 

increase of its rotational speed will increase the pressure ratio. An increase in the pressure 

ratio of the LPC will in turn increase the OPR. 

Figure 5-30 Power vs. LP rotor speed 
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speed [wml 

Figure 5-31 Elliciency vs. LP rotor speed 

Since the base pressure, minimum and maximum temperatures are part of the specification; 

the only other major thermodynamic operating parameter with some degree of freedom is the 

maximum pressure. The three-shaft configuration has a maximum pressure of approximately 

910 kPa when operating at a base pressure of 250 kPa and maximum temperature of 700°C. 

Achieving thermodynamic similarity between the three and two-shaft configurations will add 

to the functionality of the reconfiguration since it will now be possible to compare these two 

configurations more accurately. Therefore, the efficiency of the all configurations at a 

maximum pressure of 91 0 kPa was compared in Figure 5-32. 
0.25 
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Figure 5-32 Configuration comparison at P,,.=910 kPa 

As Figure 5-32 shows, Configuration 9 has the highest efficiency at the 910 kPa maximum 

pressure target. It was therefore decided that Configuration 9 is the most suitable and is 

subsequently suggested as the preferred turbomachinery configuration. 
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5.6 Conclusion 

This chapter presented the turbocharger seleciion. It started of by discussing the 

characteristics of compressors and turbines as individual components. This was followed by 

an investigation into the way these components interact with each other in the two-shaft pre- 

and inter-cooled recuperative closed Brayton cycle. 

Using the unique matching characteristics of the two-shaft pre- and inter-cooled Brayton 

cycle and the optimum thermodynamic operating conditions determined in Chapter 4, suitable 

turbocharger configurations were identified. These configurations are tabulated in Table 5-1. 

Through inspection the operating lines of the LPC and HPC were evaluated. Most 

configurations operated in close proximity to the high efficiency regions and had sufficient 

surge and choke margins (Table 5-2). 

The final selection was based on results obtain through simulating the different configurations 

in Flownex. Configuration 9 had the highest efficiency at the required maximum pressure of 

910 kPa and is therefore the suggested turbocharger configuration. 
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6 COMPARISON OF THE TWO- AND THREE-SHAFT PBMM 
CONFIGURATIONS 

In the previous chapter the turbocharger selection was performed. With the turbochargers now 

selected, the exact operating point of the two-shaft PBMM can be specified. In this chapter 

the results obtained through simulating the two-shaft PBMM in Flownex is presented. 

6.1 Thermodynamic comparison 

In Chapter 5 the turbocharger selection was performed. IHaving specified the turbocharger 

configuration the operating points of all the major components in the two-shaft PBMM can be 

determined. As a measure of the achievability to reconfigure the PBMM to a two-shaft 

configuration, the two-and three-shaf? PBMM configurations were compared on a T-s 

diagram. In Figure 6-1, the T-s diagram of the three-shaft PBMM is compared to the high 

efficiency operating point of the two-shaft PBMM configuration. 

Figure 6-1 T-s diagram comparison at maximum emciency 

The comparison, shown in Figure 6-1, shows a slight variation between the two 

configurations. This variation, however, can be minimized by adjusting the LP rotor speed. 

The adjustment of the LP rotor speed enables the two-shaft PBMM configuration to more 

closely resemble the thermodynamic operating point of the tbree-shaft PBMM configuration. 

This thermodynamic similarity, shown in Figure 6-2, comes at the penalty of a slight 

reduction in the two-shaft PBMM cycle efficiency. 
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Figure 6-2 T-s diagram showing thermodynamic similarity

In Figure 6-3 and Figure 6-4 the temperature and pressure conditions at the inlet and outlets

for the various components in the two-shaft and three-shaft PBMM configurations is shown.

Apart from points 15 and 16, which is the inlet and outlet of the PT in the three-shaft

configuration, the comparison between the two- and three-shaft PBMM configurations is very

good.
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Figure 6-3 Component inlet and outlet Temperature comparison
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Figure 6-4 Component inlet and outlet pressure comparison

Figure 6-5 shows comparison of the power and heat levels of the different components. The

only major difference is the power produced in the LPT. This difference, however, is because

of the existence of the PT in the three-shaft configuration.

Ii] 2-shaft .3-5 haft

Com ponent

Figure 6-5 Component power level comparison

Figure 6-2 to Figure 6-5 illustrates the excellent thermodynamic comparison between the two-

and three-shaft PBMM configurations. Therefore, the three-shaft PBMM configuration can be

reconfigured to a two-shaft PBMM without changes in most of the major components. The

only obvious difference in components between the two- and three-shaft PBMM

configurations is the difference in turbomachinery layout. The newly selected turbochargers

(Chapter 5), however, is exactly the same used for the HP- and LP-rotors in the three-shaft
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PBMM. Therefore the next section compares matching in the two-shaft PBMM to that of the

three-shaft PBMM configuration.

6.2 Turbomachine Matching comparison

The thermodynamic similarity illustrated in the previous section was achieved partly because

both the configurations had the same boundary values and the same thermodynamic layout,

but importantly also because of the similarity in the way the turbomachines match. Therefore,

in this section the matching characteristic of the two-shaft PBMM configuration is compared

to that of the three-shaft PBMM configuration.

6.2.1 Turbine in series

In Paragraph 5.4.1 the behaviour of turbines in series were discussed. Using this unique

relationship that exists between turbines in series, the turbine operating points of the two- and

three-shaft PBMM configurations are compared in Figure 6-6.

For the three-shaft PBMM configuration the LPT operating point is determined by the

swallowing capacity of the PT. The LPT operating point in turn determines the operating

point of the HPT. The selection of the turbochargers in the three-shaft PBMM configuration is

such that the LPT operates near its choking point.

For the two-shaft PBMM configuration the LPT must produce the useful shaft work in

addition to the work needed by the LPC. This can only be achieved if the LPT nears and

enters its choke region. This implies that the HPT will also operate near or at its maximum PR

determined by the choking point of the LPT.

The asymptotic behaviour of the LPT ensures that the difference in pressure ratios, for the

two- and three-shaft PBMM configurations, does not result in a significant difference in their

NDMs. This in turn results in the close proximety of their HPT operating points.

C YUNIBESm YABOKONE-8QPHIRIMA
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Figure 6-6 Turbines in the three-shaft PBMM 

6.2.2 NPC operating point 

The previous section illustrated the close proximity of the HPT operating points for the two- 

and three-shaft PBMM configurations. In Paragraph 5.4.2 the relationship between the HPT 

and HPC is discussed. It was found that the HPC operating point is only a function of the 

HPT operating point. Therefore the close proximity of the HPT operating points ensures a 

close proximity of the HPC operating points for the two- and three-shaft PBMM 

configurations. This is illustrated by Figure 6-7, where the only noticeable difference is 

observed between the flow compatibility lines. 

/ I I I I I 
1 3 5 7 9 11 

NDM HPC 

Figure 6-7 Comparison of HPC operating points 

6.2.3 LPC operating point 

The previous section illustrated that the HPCs in the two-shaft and three-shafl PBMM 

configurations has approximately the same operating point. This point can be represented on 

the LPC characteristic as a flow compatibility line (Figure 6 4 ,  since flow compatibility must 

exist between the LPC and the HPC (Paragraph 5.4.3). 
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For work compatibility, however, there are some differences. In the three-shaft configuration 

work compatibility of the LP rotor must equate .the power delivered by the LPT and that 

dissipated by the LPC. This line is calculated as follows: 

0 - 0 To1 xcph ---- --X- 

To13 To1 To,, cPctlmn 

where 

and 

To, Therefore, assuming constant-, unique lines exist on the LPC characteristic, for constant 

values ofPR,, . This work compatibility line for the three-shaft PBMM configuration is 

shown in Figure 6-8. The intersection of this work compatibility line with the flow 

compatibility Sine reveals the operating point of the LPC in the three-shaft PBMM 

configuration. 

For the two-shaft PBMM configuration, work compatibility of the LP rotor must equate the 

work delivered by the LPT, the power dissipated by the generator and the power needed by 

the LPC. The PRpc is determined by Equation ( 5-22 ), discussed in Paragraph 5.4.3. The 

intersection of this work compatibility line with the flow compatibility line reveals the 

operating point of the LPC in the two-shaft PBMM configuration (Fiyre 6-8). 
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t - -, 
Flow compatibility 4 

Figure 6-8 Comparison olLPC operating points 

The two-shaft configuration having a generator fitted on a compressor shaft makes the speed 

of the LP rotor a design choice, as previously discussed in Paragraph 5.5.5. The operating 

point of the LPC, however, is limited to the flow compatibility line. Therefore any variation 

of shaft speed can only cause the operating point of the LPC to move along the flow 

compatibility line. The operating points on the LPC for the two- and three-shaft PBMM 

configurations are limited to the same flow compatibility line and will therefore ensure their 

close proximity. 

This has therefore illustrated why it is possible for the two- and three-shaft PBMM 

configurations to make use of the same turbochargers. 

6.3 Conclusion 

Chapter 6 compared the two-shaft PBMM configuration to the three-shaft PBMM 

configuration. It illustrated the excellent thermodynamic comparison between the two- and 

three-shaft PBMM configurations. This thermodynamic similarity ensures that the two-shaft 

PBMM configuration can use most of the major components currently part of the existing 

PBMM. The only major difference in components between the two- and threeshaft PBMM 

configurations is the obvious difference in turbomachinery layout. Therefore, the matching 

characteristics of the two configurations were compared. 

To summarize, the close proximity of both configurations to the choking region of the LPT 

ensured the close proximity of their operating points on the HPT. With the HPC operating 
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point only being a function of the HPT operating point, this caused dose proximity of the 

HPC operating points. The requirement for flow compatibility that must exist between the 

HPC and LPC, limited the operating point of the LPC for both configurations to the same 

flow compatibility line, which ensured the close proximity of the LPC operating points. This 

means that the two-shaft PBMM configuration can make use of the same turbochargers as the 

three shaft configuration. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This chapter provides a dissertation summary which presents the most important findings as 

obtained from each chapter. Conclusions are made based on these findings. Subsequently the 

chapter provides recommendations for further research. 

Z I Chapter Summary 

In Chapter 1 the history leading up to the renewed interest into combining the high 

temperature of helium cycles and the efficiency of gas turbines in a HTGR was briefly 

discussed. HTGRs under active development make use of the recuperated, pre- and inter- 

cooled closed Brayton cycle. The recuperated, pre- and inter-cooled closed Brayton cycle, 

however, can be configured either as a single-shaft or multi- shaft setup. Investigating the 

advantages and disadvantages of the single- and three-shaft configurations led to 

identification of the main factors influenced by the choice of shaft arrangement. Using these 

factors, the potential of combining some of the advantages of the single and three-shaft 

arrangements in a two-shaft arrangement was illustrated. The main objective of this study 

was therefore stated as follows: in order to investigate the behaviour of a two-shaft pre- and 

inter-cooled recuperative Brayton cycle a conceptual layout design for a two-shafl PBMM 

configuration had to be expounded. 

Chapter 2 identified the process of designing a gas turbine as a multi-disciplined process that 

combines thern1odynamics, aerodynamics, mechanics and control system design in a 

concurrent engineering process. In order to identify methods for the purpose of addressing the 

different aspects of the gas turbine design procedure, the design and development of the 

existing three-shaft PBMM configuration was investigated. As result of this the following 

steps were identified: 

Specification and preliminary studies. 

Thermodynamic design point studies. 

Turbomachinery selection. 

The first of these steps -- specification and preliminary studies -- was performed as 

demonstrated in Chapter 3. In order for the reconfiguring of the PBMM to a two-shaft PBMM 

configuration, most of the major components of the existing facility had to be retained. In 

order to achieve this, the main specification of the two-shaft PBMM configuration was to be 
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thermodynamically similar to the three-shaft PBMM configuration. The preliminary study 

found that turbochargers with ball bearings provide a good alternative to turbochargers with 

conventional bearings and as a result it was suggested that the turbomachines in the two-shaft 

PBMM configuration make use of these. A high speed permanent magnet generator was 

identified as suitable for the PBMM environment since it was small in size and its high 

operating speed would allow the use of turbocharger components for the LP rotor. 

Chapter 4 presented the first major design step which was to determine the optimum 

thermodynamic conditions. Through a simulation model in EES a parametric study revealed 

two optimum OPRs: one for maximum cycle efficiency at 2.88 and one for maximum power 

output at 4.414. A sensitivity analysis was performed to investigate the influence that 

turbocharger selection would have on the cycle performance. The sensitivity analysis 

revealed the following: 

Reduction in turbine and compressor efficiency results in the reduction of cycle 

efficiency and cycle power output. 

* The OPR must be equally shared between the LPC and HPC for optimum power 

output and cycle efficiency. 

A reduction of the TIT results in a reduction of power output and cycle efficiency. 

As mass flow decreases so does cycle power output at constant cycle efficiency. 

Chapter 5 presented the manner in which the turbocharger selection was performed. Firstly, 

the characteristics of compressors and turbines as iqdividual components were discussed. This 

was followed by an investigation of how these components interacted with each other in a 

two-shaft pre- and inter-cooled recuperative closed Brayton cycle. Using the unique matching 

characteristics of the two-shall pre- and inter-cooled closed Brayton cycle and the optimum 

thermodynamic operating conditions determined in Chapter 4, suitable turbocharger 

configurations were identified. The final selection was made by comparing the Flownex 

results of all the cod~gurations. The one with the highest efficiency at the required 

thermodynamic operating conditions, Configuration 9, was suggested as the preferred 

turbocharger configuration. 

Chapter 6 compared the two-shaf? PBMM configuration to the three-shaft PBMM 

configuration. By comparing the Flownex results of the two configurations, the excellent 

thermodynamic similarity that existed between the two- and three-shaft PBMM 
BR1~mMORITU 
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configurations was illustrated. This thermodynamic similarity was achieved partly because 

both the configurations had the same boundary values and the same thermodynamic layout, 

but importantly also because of the similarity in the way in which the turbomachines matched. 

Therefore thermodynamic similarity was achieved because the two-shaft PBMM uses the 

same. turbochargers as the three-shaft PBMM configuration. 

Z 2 Conclusion 

In order to reconfigure the PBMM to a two-shaft configuration successfully, the main 

specification for the two-shaft PBMM configuration was to be thermodynamically 

similar to the existing three-shaft PBMM. 

= Thermodynamic similarity was achieved, partly because both the configurations had 

the same boundary values and the same thermodynamic layout, but importantly also 

because of the similarity in the way in which the turbomachines matched. 

The close proximity of the operating points in the case of both configurations to the 

choking region of the LPT ensured the close proximity of their operating points on the 

HPT. Since the HPC operating is only a function of the HPT operating point this 

caused close proximity of the HPC operating points. The requirement for flow 

compatibility that had to exist between the HPC on LPC limited the operating point of 

the LPC for both configurations to the same flow compatibility line which ensured the 

close proximity of the LPC operating points. Therefore in order to achieve 

thermodynamic similarity, the two-shaft PBMM must make use of the same 

turbochargers as that used in the three-shaft PBMM configuration. 

7.3 Recommendations for future research 

The following aspects are recommended for future research: 

Development of a high-speed permanent magnet generator to be implemented into the 

two-shafl PBMM. 

An investigation into integrating the high speed permanent magnet generator and a 

turbocharger to be implemented as the LP rotor in the two-shaft PBMM configuration. 

Since the two-shafl PBMM will actually generate electric power, it will be necessary 

to study the manner in which this power can be dissipated. 

P R I X - ~ I I I  
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Transient analysis of the two-shaft PBMM wfiguration in Flownex. The transient 

analysis will reveal the operating lines of-the turbochargers during load following, 

load rejection and start-up. 
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A.l Introduction 

In Baines (2005:l) a twbocharger is defined as-a turbine driven compressor. The word 

turbocharger is abbreviated from the word turbosupercharger. A supercharger is used in an 

internal combustion engine to increase the charge of the cylinder through compression of the 

inlet air. Superchargers are engine driven compressors. However, by utilizing the hot gases at 

the engine outlet the compressor can be driven by a turbine and taking power directly from 

the engine is avoided. Turbochargers have three major components: a compressor, a turbine 

shaft assembly, and bearing assembly to support the shaft. 

Compressors for turbocharger applications are almost universally of the centrifugal type. 

Single-stage centrifugal compressors can be designed to operate at a pressure ratio up to 3.5:l 

with reasonable efficiency and good reliability. This pressure ratio limit is well within the 

requirements of the majority of turbocharger engines. Although axial flow compressors 

operate more efficiently than the centrifugal type, they are more expensive, heavier, longer, 

and have a narrower operating range (Watson & Janota, 1982:20) 

Turbines may be of the radial or axial flow type for turbocharger applications. However radial 

flow turbines are preferred for the following reasons (Watson & Janota, 1982:2 1): 

The single-stage radial turbine is undoubtedly simpler and cheaper to manufacture 

than the axial flow turbine, provided that the wheel can be cast. 

Axial flow turbines become less efficient as size is reduced. This is mainly due to 

short blades and narrow flow passages resulting in high boundary layer blockage. 

Unfortunately it has proven difficult to achieve sound large castings with high temperature 

alloys, thus resulting in the use of axial flow turbines for large turbocharger applications. 

The centrifugal compressor and radial turbine can be arranged in numerous ways to 

accommodate two necessary journal bearings and a thrust bearing to form the turbocharger, as 

shown in Figure A-1 : 

a) Outboard mounted bearings 

b) Inboard mounted bearings 

c) Combination of inboard and outboard mounted bearings 

d) One ended outboard mounted bearings 

N O W E a I Y N N I R I I T I  
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Figure A-1 Turbocharger bearing layouts (Baines, 2005:115) 

However, Baines(2005:115) explains that the inboard mounted bearing arrangement is the 

most common arrangement for automotive applications. It keeps the housing a simple, rigid 

casting with relative easy separation of the lubricating oil from the gas path. 

The inboard mounted bearing arrangement is ideally suited for turbocharger applications with 

radial turbines. In this arrangement, the flow of gas into and out of the compressor and turbine 

wheels can be direct. Compared to the other arrangements, the inboard mounted arrangement 

reduces the number of components, length and weight of the. turbocharger, which results in a 

cheaper product (Watson & Janota, 1982:42) 

Although it is rarely possible to position the first two critical speeds above the running range 

of the turbocharger, the rotor dynamics is acceptable if the bearings are sufficiently resilient to 

withstand these critical speeds during start-up and shut-down. The bearings in the inboard 

mounted arrangement are not accessible and are therefore designed for long life with 

minimum maintenance Baines (2005: 1 15). 

The inboard mounted bearing arranged turbocharger, in its simplest form, comprises of an 

assembly of three casings joint together to house a centrifugal compressor, a radial turbine 

and the bearing assembly. Figure A-2 shows a typical turbocharger with a centrifugal 

compressor and a radial flow turbine adopting the inboard mounted bearing arrangement. 

H O ~ C ~ ~ E ~ T Y M W E I S ~  Conceptual layout design for a two-shaft PBMM 
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Compressor Cover

Bearing Housing Bearing System

Figure A-2 Cross section view of a typical turbocharger (TruckPro)

A.2 The centrifugal compressor

The centrifugal compressor, Figure A-3, is essentially made up from four basic components

or sections:

(1) Stationary inlet casing

(2) Rotating impeller

(3) Stationary diffuser

(4) Collector

Inlet

:+:
i

r
Diffuser

Figure A-3 General layout of the centrifugal compressor
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Appendix A 4 

Inlet casing 

The function of the inlet casing is to deliver working fluid to the impeller eye with minimum 

loss and to provide a uniform velocity profile at the impeller entrance. The upstream duct 

arrangement strongly influences the nature of the flow at the impeller inlet. This could be a 

simple straight inlet duct, a curved inlet duct, a curved return passage of a multi-stage 

compressor, or the final stage of an axial flow compressor. These different configurations 

may lead to flow distortions at the impeller inlet. Whether it is radial or circumferential 

distortions the overall compressor performance deteriorates with the introduction of inlet flow 

distortions (Whitfield & Baines, 1990: 14) 

Impeller 

The first function bf the impeller is to ensure the efficient acceleration, increasing the kinetic 

energy, of the working fluid. This function is performed in a section h o w n  as the inducer 

(see Figure A-4). Normally the inducer is curved away from the direction of rotation. 

Figure A-4 Compressor inlet tri-angle 

The angle of curvature at the inlet of the inducer blades is designed so that the working fluid 

enters at a relative angle, a, which is equal to the blade angle, P, ensuring minimum inlet 

losses. Once the kinetic energy of the working fluid have been increased by the inducer the 

rest of the blade passage must ensure the efficient slowing down of the working fluid to 

provide a low relative discharge velocity (Whitfield & Baines, 1990: 14). 

Dijfmers 

The diffuser is a stationary component situated directly around the impeller. The flow 

discharges from the compressor impeller with a high absolute velocity. The roll of the difhser 

is to reduce the kinetic energy, thereby increasing the static pressure. Two types of diffusers 

are used with centrifugal compressors. They are the parallel-wall or the vaned diffuser. 
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Compressors with vane-type diffusers normally have high peak efficiency but a narrower 

operating range than compressors with vaneless diffusers. Since approximately half of the 

fluid energy leaving the impeller is kinetic, diffusers will directly influence the compressor 

efficiency (Whitfield & Baines, 1990: 17) 

Collector 

The fimction of the collector or volute is simply to collect the diffuser exit flow and guide it 

as efficiently as possible to the exit pipe or manifold, without reducing the effectiveness of the 

diffuser (Watson & Janota, 1982:96) 

A.2.1 Thermodynamics 

The compression process may be plotted on an enthalpy-entropy diagram, Figure A-5. Station 

00 represents the inlet conditions of the working fluid. Acceleration of the working fluid in 

the inlet casing causes a pressure drop from poo to pl, the change in enthalpy being equivalent 

to the increase in kinetic energy (~1~12) .  The process is subjected to frictional losses resulting 

in the reduction of total pressure from poo to pol. Energy transfer to the working fluid takes 

place in the impeller and the process is indicated by the line 1-2. If all the kinetic energy of 

the working fluid leaving the impeller (~2'12) is converted to pressure (isentropically), the 

delivery pressure would be po2 (point 02). Since the diffusion process (2-3) is not 

accomplished isentropically, and some kinetic energy remains at the diffuser exit (C?/2), the 

static delivery pressure at point 3 is p3 (Watson & Janota, 1982:76) 

Figure A-5 Centrifugal compressor enthalpy-entropy diagram (Watson & Janota, 1982:75) 
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Losses 

The enthalpy-entropy diagram, Figure A-5, has illustrated that compression is subjected to 

various losses. The energy losses in the centrifugal compressor can be broadly divided into 

two major groups. They are internal and parasitic losses. Internal losses are subdivided into 

incidence, blade loading, skin friction, clearance. mixing and vaneless diffuser losses. 

Parasitic losses include disc friction, recirculation and leakage losses (Moolman, 2003) 

A.2.2 Compressor characteristics 

Compressor characteristics are specified by curves of delivery pressure and temperature 

plotted against mass flow for various fixed values of rotational speed. However, these 

characteristics are dependent on other variables such as the conditions of pressure and 

temperature at the entry of the compressor and the physical properties of the working fluid. 

The full variation of these properties would involve an excessive number of experiments and 

a practical presentation of these results would prove to be impossible. In Saravanamuttoo et 

al. (2001:173) this complication is eliminated by using the technique of dimensional analysis. 

Through dimensional analysis the variables may be combined to form a more manageable 

number of dimensional groups. The dimensional analysis of a compressor is backed by the 

following important points: 

When considering the dimension of temperature it is useful to associate it with the gas 

constant R. this results in a combined variable RT that is equal to plp and has the 

dimensions ML-'T-'/ILIL~ = L~T", which is the same as (velo~ity)~. Using the same 

gas during the testing and subsequent use of the compressor, R can finally be 

eliminated. However, if there is a change from one gas to another R must be retained 

in the final expression. 

The behaviour of the compressor is undoubtedly influenced by the density of the gas. 

However, if the pressure p and the RT product is also sited, its inclusion is not 

required since p = p/RT. 

The viscosity p of the gas can be included since in theory it will also intluence the 

behaviour of the compressor. The addition of this variable would result in the 

emergence of the Reynolds number. Due to the highly turbulent flow during normal 

operating conditions for compressors, experience indicates that the intluence of this 

variable is negligibly small, and its effect may be excluded. 
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Keeping the above points in mind, the various quantities which will both influence the 

behaviour of the compressor and dependent on it can be considered. The solution takes on the 

form of an equation, (A- I), in which a function of all the variables equates to zero. 

fi ( D ,  N ,  m, pol , P,, , RTol , RT,,) = 0 (A- 1) 

Where D is a characteristic geometrical parameter of the compressor, usually taken as the 

impeller diameter and N is the rotational speed. The subscripts I and 2 denotes to the inlet and 

exit stations respectively. 

Using dimensional analysis the seven variables in Equation (A- 1) can be reduced to four non- 

dimensional groups. The resulting dimensionless parameters are: 

For a compressor the pressure ratio is defined as 

Po2 PR, = - 
Po1 

Using isentropic flow relations, it is possible to replace the temperature ratio parameter with 

isentropic efficiency. For a compressor isentropic efficiency is defined as 

Subsequently, for a compressor Equation (A- 2) reduces to 

fi (PR, ,v,, NDM, NDS) = 0 

Where the Non-Dimensional Mass flow rate (NDM) is defined as 

NDM = 
D2p01 

And the Non-dimensional Speed (NDS) is defined as 

ND 
NDS = - 

4% 

Using the four variables in Equation (A- 5) the performance for any compressor can be given 

as a set of two curves, namely pressure ratio as a function of NDM for various constant NDS 

curves, as well as isentropic efficiency, plotted in the same manner. These curves, although 
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plotted in two dimensions, are really representing a surface formed in three-dimensional space 

(Flownex, 2005). - 

Before describing a typical set of characteristics, it is useful to consider what will happen if a 

valve, placed in the delivery line of a compressor operating at constant speed, and is slowly 

opened. The resulting variation of pressure ratio with increased mass flow rate can be 

understood by a rather simplified but realistic analysis as shown in Figure A- 6 (Watson & 

Janota, 1982:128). 

Friction losses 

cidence losses 

. . 
: . : . Friction losses 
. . 
: : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Incidence losses 

Mass flow rate 

Figure A- 6 Theoretical compressor characteristic (Watson & Janota, 1982:128) 

Since specific energy transfer is a function of tip speed and slip factor, it will remain constant 

as mass flow rate increases (Watson & Janota, 1982:80). Because of increasing velocities 

frictional losses in the impeller and diffuser passages must increase with mass flow rate. 

Incidence losses increases as the mass flow rate (and hence the flow angle) deviates from the 

design point. When the frictional and incidence losses are both subtracted fkom the energy 

input the typical constant speed curve is obtained (Watson & Janota, 1982:128). 

Constant speed curves, like that in Figure A- 6, are generated at different speeds for a 

compressor. When these curves are superimposing on one graph a complete compressor map 

is obtained, Figure A-7. 
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I NDM 

Figure A-7 Typical compressor pressure ratio characteristic 

Similarly to the constant speed curves for pressure ratio, efficiency is plotted against NDM. 

Figure A- 8 shows the typical efficiency characteristic of a compressor at various constant 

speeds. 

4 
Mass flow 

Figure A- 8 Typical compressor efliciency characteristic 

A.2.3 Compressor instabilities 

The compressor map in Figure A-7 shows three identifiable regions. The region to the left is 

known as the surge region while the region to the right is known as the choke region. Stable 

operation is represented by the region bounded by these two regions of instability. 

The instabilities occurring in a centrifugal compressor can be identified as component stall, 

stage instability or stage stall and system instability described as surge. Information on 

compressor instabilities was found in Watson & Janota (1982:129) and is subsequently 

summarized. 
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Inducer stall 

Inducer stall happens when at a certain constant. speed the mass flow rate through the 

compressor is gradually reduced. A breakdown in the flow process occurs which leads to 

instability. As the mass flow is reduced, the axial component of the absolute velocity 

decreases, resulting in an increased incidence angle of the working fluid approaching the 

impeller. The incidence angle will continue to increase until the flow can no longer adhere to 

the suction side of the inducer blade. This leads to flow separation which creates a stall 

condition and subsequently encouraging reversal of flow. 

Rotating stall 

If the flow at inducer inlet is non-uniform, the breakdown of flow in one channel causes fluid 

in the next channel to be deflected in such a way that it receives fluid at an increased 

incidence angle. The one channel will then stall and restores normal flow in the previous 

channel. Stall passes from one channel to the next creating rotating stall. Rotating stall may 

lead to stage instability and aerodynamically induced vibrations resulting in an increased 

noise level. 

Impeller stall 

Impeller stall is the result of a wake formed during the separation of flow on the suction side 

of the radial portion of the impeller. The use of backsweep reduces the wake region and 

provides a more stable diffuser operation. 

Vaneless diffwer stall 

Reversal of flow occurring on the shroud side of the diffuser causes flow separation in 

vaneless diffusers. This flow separation is highly influenced be the fluid leaving the impeller. 

Flow in parallel walled diffusers tries to maintain a constant flow angle in order to conserve 

angular momentum. However, due to compressibility and viscosity effects the streamlines 

close to the wall have less kinetic energy and follow a path of much reduced spiral angle until 

they are eventually swept back towards the impeller. This backflow is known as a diffuser 

stall. 

Stage stall 

The compressor can still be in stable operation, although some components may be in a mode 

of stall. However, at a critical point, the reduced mass flow at constant speed of rotation 
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causes a critical number of components to stall, introducing a strong reversal of flow. This 

phenomenon is known as stage stall. - 

Surge 

Surge is the instability that occurs when stage stall becomes self-exiting, periodic and grows 

to a large magnitude. During surge violent cyclic periods of backtlow through the whole 

compressor occurs. Surge reduces the performance of the compressor and can cause damage 

to the compressor and its installation. Surge tends to occur where the constant speed line 

becomes horizontal. 

Choking 

The other limit to the flow range of a compressor is due to choking. Choking occurs when the 

flow exceed the velocity of sound at some cross-section. In centrifugal compressor it is 

normally the flow at the throat of the inducer that exceeds this limit. 

A.3 The Radial turbine 

The radial flow turbine is similar in appearance to the centrifugal compressor, but with flow 

directed in the inward direction. In general the radial flow turbine consists of a scroll or inlet 

casing, a set of inlet nozzles followed by a short vaneless gap and the turbine wheel itself. 

However, in small radial turbines for turbocharger applications the inlet nozzles is omitted to 

improve the flow range at some penalty of peak efficiency, but also reducing the cost (Watson 

& Janota, 1982:147). Figure A- 9 shows the major.components or sections in the radial flow 

turbine. 

Figure A- 9 Meridional view of radial turbine 
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Inlet casing 

In addition to distributing and accelerating the flew, the inlet casing or scroll, of a radial 

turbine without inlet nozzles, must provide flow guidance at the entry of the rotor. The 

geometry of the scroll determines the gas angle at volute exit or rotor tip (Watson & Janota, 

1982: 154). 

Rotor 

In the rotor the energy is transferred from the fluid to the shaft. The rotor is designed for 

maximum kinetic energy at rotor exit to ensure optimum energy transferral (Watson & Janota, 

1982: 160). 

A.3.1 Thermodynamics 

The expansion process through the radial turbine can be plotted on an enthalpy-entropy 

diagram, Figure A- 10. 

Figure A- 10 Radial turbine enthalpy-entropy diagram (Watson & Janota, 1982:148) 

Station 01 refers to the stagnation conditions at the entry of the scroll, the working fluid will 

already have a velocity (C,). The scroll accelerates the flow from station 1 to 2. Since the 

process is subjected to various losses, the total pressure has dropped from pol to p02. Energy 

transfer occurs in the rotor, between stations 2 and 3. Since exit velocity (CS) remains 

significant the total pressure will be slightly higher than the static pressure p3 (Watson & 

Janota, 1982:148). 
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Losses 

The enthalpy-entropy diagram, Figure A- 10, have shown that the expansion process in the 

radial turbine do not occur without losses. There are several sources of energy loss in the 

radial flow turbine. These may be divided into those that occur in the stationary flow passages 

and those that occur in the rotor. Those in the rotor may be sub-divided into incidence losses 

at the blade entry, fluid friction losses within the rotor passage, losses due to clearance 

between the rotor and the adjacent wall of the casing (Watson & Janota, 1982:167). 

A.3.2 Turbine characteristics 

Turbine characteristics can be represented in the same manner as a compressor by the four 

non-dimensional groups is Equation ( 5-2 ). For a turbine the pressure ratio is defined as: 

Using isentropic flow relations, it is possible to replace the temperature ratio in Equation 

( 5-2 ) with isentropic efficiency. For a turbine, isentropic efficiency is defined as: 

Subsequently, for a turbine Equation ( 5-2 ) reduces to 

f2 (PR,, V ,  , NDM, NDS) = 0 

Where NDM and NDS is defined by Equation ( 5-6) and ( 5-7 ) respectively. 

(A- 10) 

Using the four variables in Equation ( 5-10 ), the performance for any turbine can be given as 

a set of two curves, namely pressure ratio as a function of NDM for various NDS curves 

(Figure A- 1 I), as well as the isentropic efficiency (Figure A-12), plotted in the same manner 

(Flownex, 2005). 
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Figure A- 11 Typical turbine pressure ratio characteristic (Flownex, 2005) 

Figure A-12 Typical turbine efficiency characteristic (Flownex, 2005) 

'I, 

In practice, however, it is found that turbines do not exhibit significant variation in non- 

dimensional mass flow with non-dimensional speed. The turbine operating region is restricted 

by another component downstream of it, in most cases (Saravanamuttoo, 2001:378). 
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A.4 Turbocharger mechanical design 

The mechanical design of a turbocharger is aimed at ensuring economical manufacturing and 

that it maintains its performance over a prescribed lifetime of operation without serious 

deterioration of failure. 
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A.4.1 Bearing types 

Shaft bearings support the rotating bearing assembly and must do so without failure and with 

minimum frictional losses. The bearing assembly must also make provision for the imbalance 

axial force generated in the turbine and compressor by means of some sort of thrust bearing. 

One of the disadvantages of the inboard mounted bearing arrangement is the inherently 

unstable running of the rotating assembly due to the short distance between the bearings and 

the heavy over hanging weight of the turbine wheel. It calls for well damped bearings and a 

carefully balanced rotating assembly (Watson, 1982:43). 

A.4.1.1 Journal bearings 

In small turbochargers fixed sleeve bearings, pressed into the housing, were used. As 

turbocharger technology developed this type of bearings was found to be unstable when 

operating under lightly loaded, high speed conditions. This unstable condition is the result of 

"oil whirl" which causes the shaft to orbit around its centre in the same direction of shaft 

rotation and at about half the shaft speed. Oil whirl often leads to severe wear on the journal 

and bearing if not controlled (MacInnes, 1984:24). 

For small turbochargers, operating at high speeds, fixed bearings were replaced with various 

types of floating bearings that have an outer out film, between the bearing sleeve and the 

housing, in addition to that between the shaft and the sleeve. The increased resilience and 

damping led to floating bearings becoming the industry standard (Baines, 2005:116). 

A fully floating bearing is allowed to rotate freely, with rotation as high as one third of the 

shaft speed. This posse the problem of oil starvation and bearing housing wear. Although the 

bearing might only have a thin wall thickness, the oil supply holes to the inner surface will act 

as a centrifugal pump. At high rotational speeds the pressure differential between the inner 

surface and outer surface may be enough to overcome the oil supply pressure. This will lead 

to oil starvation and subsequently rapid failure will occur (MacInnes 1984:25). The rotation of 

the bearing sleeve further influences the choice of bearing materials. Bearing housings that 

are cast in aluminium require a cast iron or steel sleeve to be pressed in place (Baines, 

2005:116). A typical fully floating sleeve bearing is shown in Figure A-13. 
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Bearing

housing

Inner

film
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Figure A-13 Typical fully floating journal bearing
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Outer
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To understand the issues involved in the design of journal bearings for a turbocharger, it is

useful looking at Petroff's Equation (A- 11) for power dissipation in a fixed bearing.

1r 11())2LD3
Ph = - (A-11)

4 Gr

Where Jl the oil viscosity, ill the rotational speed, Land D the length and diameter, and f:rthe

oil film thickness.

It is clear from the equation that the bearing diameter and the rotational speed have the largest

influence on power loss. However, the aim to keep turbochargers small, which decreases their

diameters and increases their speeds override this consideration. Increasing the oil film

thickness, f:r,reduces the power loss, but a large film thickness increases the tip clearances of

the compressor and turbine blades which decrease the aerodynamic efficiency (Baines,

2005:117).

In a fully floating bearing two oil films surfaces are present, each with a relative surface

velocity that is approximately half of the shaft speed. The total viscous shear in the bearing is

considered to be 30 - 50 % lower than in a fixed journal bearing (Baines, 2005:118).

A.4.1.2 Thrust bearings

Pressure forces acting on the compressor and turbine wheels create a net imbalance axial

force acting on the rotating assembly. The back-to-back configuration is aimed at minimizing

this axial force by allowing the compressor and turbine forces to cancel each other. The net

force, however, even with exactly balanced forces at the design point, will not equal zero
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during the transient operation of the turbocharger. Therefore provision must be made to

accommodate for axial thrust forces on the rotating-~ssembly(Baines, 2005:123).

Figure A-14 shows a typical turbocharger thrust bearing assembly. In this thrust bearing

arrangement oil is pumped internally to films on both sides of the thrust bearings. The bearing

itself can be of the plain disk type, but to increase film pressure ensuring higher thrust

capacity for a given thrust bearing size, tapered land bearings are used. In tapered land thrust

bearings the oil flow is directed onto the ramped surfaces. The design variable which

determines the thrust capacity of the turbocharger is the number of pads on the circumference

(Baines, 2005:124).

Thrust
bearing

Pressurized
Oil entry

Thrust
nngs

Figure A-14 Turbocharger thrust bearing

Frictional power loss in a plain double sided thrust bearing is given by a modified version of

Petroffs Equation (A- 12):

(A- 12)

The inner and outer radii are given by r) and r2 and the axial clearance by ex. From Equation

(A- 12) it is evident that the least power will be dissipated in the smallest thrust bearing. In a

small thrust bearing, however, the bearing will not be able to sufficiently disperse of the heat

generated. If the oil heats up beyond a critical point, the drop in viscosity will result in metal-

to-metal contact (Baines, 2005:124).
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Axial thrust is calculated by equating the sum of all the axial forces acting on the compressor

and turbine rotors, which are due to pressure and momentum forces acting on them. The

momentum equation for a controlled volume is given by Equation (A- 13).

(A- 13)

Applying Equation (A- 13) to the control volume shown in, Figure A- 15, the axial thrust can

be calculated. The accuracy of the calculation, however, is strongly depended on the pressure

and velocity distributions, determined by means of a flow field analysis (Japikse, 1996:2-80).

Figure A- 15 Pressure force components of axial load on the rotating assembly of a turbocharger

(Garrett, 2005)

Pressure and velocity distributions are difficult to predict accurately and are sometimes reliant

on empirical data which may not be applicable on the particular geometry. The back-to back

configuration results in the calculation of a small difference between two large apposing

forces, any errors in calculating these two components is magnified in the error of their

difference. Axial thrust calculations are therefore inevitably approximate (Baines, 2005:125).

The radial turbine in a turbocharger has a heavily scalloped back face for reduced polar

moment of inertia, while the compressor has a full back face for optimum aerodynamic

efficiency. This reduces the axial force contribution of the turbine and means that the

compressor is usually the largest contributor to the total axial force (Baines, 2005:125).

The thrust bearing capacity requirement is determined by disk pressures acting on the

compressor and turbine, which are directly related to turbine and compressor design

(Baines, 2005:125).
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In a turbine reaction is defined as the ratio of pressure ratio across the turbine rotor to the total

pressure ratio of the turbine (Baines, 2005:85). The choice of reaction will therefore control

the static pressure at rotor inlet, which is the static pressure acting on the upstream face of the

turbine rotor. However, to achieve optimum aerodynamic efficiency an intermediate reaction

is usually chosen, leaving the designer with little freedom to manipulate the axial thrust

through the choice of reaction (Baines, 2005:125).

In a centrifugal compressor the pressure acting on the impeller back face is determined by the

relative amounts of diffusion that occur in the impeller and the diffuser. Increasing impeller

diffusion increases the static pressure at impeller outlet. Impeller diffusion is increased by

wider impeller exits and using backsweep. Since impellers using the backsweep design

produce high efficiency, they are used through out the range of turbocharger applications.

This together with a larger impeller diameter to achieve the required pressure ratio increases

the axial thrust component of the compressor (Baines, 2005:125).

A.4.1.3 Rolling bearings

For automotive turbochargers the bearings described above is normally used, however, ball

bearings over an attractive alternative. Ball bearings have small frictional power losses, can be

heavily overloaded and tolerate oil starvation for short periods. Traditionally low-cost roller

bearings did not meet the durability requirements at the very high speed speeds that are

normal (Watson, 1982:43). But with the ever developing bearing technology, roller bearings

are gradually being introduced in smaller and higher.speed turbochargers (Baines, 2005:118).

In addition to radial support to the rotating assembly, angular contact bearings can be used to

carry axial thrust loads. Depending on the application angular contact bearings can be

configured on a number of ways, Figure A- 16.

Front-front Back-back Tandem

Figure A-16 Angular contact bearing arrangements (Baines, 2005:119)
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The front-to-front arrangement, although having the lowest radial stiffness, has a high degree

of tolerance to misalignments. The back-to-back auangement has the greatest radial moment

stiffness. When the turbocharger is subjected to high, unidirectional thrust, the tandem

configuration is the best choice (Baines, 2005:119).

A.4.2 Rotor Dynamics

The bearings in a turbocharger are dynamically loaded from three identifiable sources. These

are rotating assembly unbalance, inertial forces from engine motion, and gyroscopic forces

due vehicle motion. Aerodynamic side loading, gear loading, and gravity is the sources for

static loads. The unbalance force is the largest in magnitude calling for careful balancing of

the rotating assembly. The compressor and turbine wheels are individually balanced so that

they can be assembled and reassembled without exceeding the eccentricity limits for the

complete rotating assembly (Baines, 2005:121).

In Baines (2005:121) the first three critical speeds of the rotating assembly, shown inFigure

A- 17, is described.

Figure A- 17 Rotating assembly critical modes (Baines, 2005:122)

The first critical mode, the cylindrical mode, is well damped by most bearing arrangements,

but normally controlled to be situated below the running range of the turbocharger. The

conical mode is poorly damped when using the inboard mounted bearing arrangement

because of the close proximity of the bearings to the nodal point. Therefore this mode is also

designed to occur below the operating range of the turbocharger. Having the first two critical

modes located below the running range calls for quick acceleration during start-up and shut-

down to avoid damage (Baines, 2005:121).

The third critical mode known as the bending mode is the natural shaft bending frequency

which depends on the shaft stiffness and the rotating masses. The aim is to keep the rotating
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masses to a minimum but since this is always a compromise with aerodynamic performance 

and life requirements, the designer is often only le&.with the freedom to control the choice of 

shaft length and diameter. The shaft is therefore designed to be as short as possible consistent 

with the space requirements for the bearing housing and bearing assembly. The shaft diameter 

is designed to keep the critical speed safely above the maximum operating speed of the 

turbocharger (Baines, 2005: 121). 

A.4.3 Lubrication 

Bearings in a turbocharger require a sufficiently thick oil film for the complete separation of 

the shaft, the bearing sleeve and the bearing housing. With the separation established, the 

bearing material is only of consequence to ensure that it keeps its shape under the loads 

transmitted by the oil film. Turbochargers are designed to share the engine oil system 

meaning the bearings must work with the same oil composition, supply temperature, and 

degree of filtration. Turbochargers with roller bearings, however, require a separate oil supply 

system. Roller element bearings use light oil for minimum frictional loss and a high level of 

filtration for improved durability (Baines, 2005: 126). 

Lack of lubrication 

Lack of turbocharger lubrication is normally the result of the delay between engine start and 

turbocharger lubricant arrival, but may also occur during normal operation. The bearings is 

designed to tolerate brief lubrication lapses, however, successive lubrication lapses will result 

in wear leading to rotordynamic instability, excessive shaft motion, and rapid failure. This 

failure mode is identified to wear on the bearing inner surface (Baines, 2005:126). 

Lubricant contaminants 

Even though turbochargers are designed to work with lubricant of the same filtration quality 

as the engine, they require complete filtration. Small quantities on foreign matter in the 

turbocharger can cause bearing failure, whereas the same amount of foreign matter in the 

engine bearing system would cause little or no damage. In the engine bearing system the 

contaminant material is driven into the soft bearing material while in the turbocharger the 

contaminant material cuts both the bearing and the bearing bore. Lubrication contaminant 

failure is identified by damage to the bearing outer surface because the heavy particles do not 

travel against the centrifugal pressure field to the inner surface (Baines, 2005: 127). 

N O ~ W I I I T U Y N ~ S ~  Conceptual layout design far a hvo-shaft PBMM 
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Type of lubrication 

Wide-range multiviscosity oils should be avoidedas the material added to achieve this wide 

range increases blockage due to oil residue (known as Coking). The best lubricant will be one 

with a straight viscosity, with a ten point higher viscosity in the summer. Two type of 

lubricant can be chosen, synthetic-based or mineral-based lube. Because synthetic-based 

lubrication can be more rigidly controlled a very consistent, uniform molecular structure, with 

highly predictable properties can be accomplished (Bell, 1997:40). 

Lubricant drainage 

Lubricant passing through the turbocharger must drain quickly without restriction. The only 

force available to drain the lubricant is gravity. To assist the small gravitational force the 

lubricant drainage system has the following features (Bell, 1997:44): 

The lubricant exit angle must be vertically downward. If this is not possible the exit 

angle must not exceed a deviation of 30'. 

After the bearings no lubricant pressure exists. In order to achieve the required flow 

the drain hose must be larger than the inlet hose. 

The drain hose must be as smooth as possible. 

A.4.4 Shaft seals 

Seals in a turbocharger are required where the shaft exits the bearing housing to connect the 

compressor and turbine rotors. The seals must prevent lubricant leakage from the bearings to 

the turbine and compressor and prevent air lea!cing into the bearing housing (Baines, 

2005: 127). 

Under normal operating conditions the gas pressure behind the turbine and compressor wheels 

is much larger that the lubricant pressure inside the bearing housing. Despite the higher 

temperatures, sealing at the turbine end is much easier because bearing housing pressure is 

always kept positive. The sealing is normally done by a piston ring in a grove at the turbine 

end of the shaft. The ring does not rotate and fits very snugly in the bearing housing 

(MacInnes, 1984:22). 

The piston ring seal requires a positive pressure difference to be maintained across the seal at 

all times. At the compressor end, however, this is not always the case. At high-speed, low 

load operation of the engine the compressor is subjected to high flow, low boost conditions. 
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This causes the impeller exit pressure to drop below that of the bearing housing. In order to 

prevent lubricant leaking from the bearing housing,the piston ring seal at the compressor end 

has a small centrifugal pump to prevent lubricant from reaching the seal (MacInnes, 1984:23). 

A.4.5 Bearing housing 

The bearing housing between the compressor and the turbine is kind of a necessary evil to 

hold the whole turbocharger together. Although bearing housings can take on various shapes 

and sizes, they are essentially the same (MacInnes, 1982:21). 

The bearing housing, normally manufactured from aluminium or cast iron, is precisely 

machined with perfect alignment. Apart from keeping everything in place the bearing housing 

must limit the heat transfer from the hot turbine gases to the lubricant and the compressor air. 

The over heating of the lubricant will result in bearing failure while the heating of the 

compressed air will reduce the compressor efficiency and increase the demand on a inter- 

cooler (Baines, 2005: 129). 
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B.1 Simulation Diagram 

Asrum&m and limitations: 

BwnBry values: 

mn = 250 [kPal 

i = 1 [k@sl 

TIT- 700 pCI 

Tw=20rCJ  

Component characteridcs: 

f,,, = 0.006 

fm,, = 0.005 

E, = 0.88 

= 0.95 - 0.76 

qWh - 0.72 

qm = 0.98 

PRHPc = P b c  
OPR= 2.88 (Max. elkiency) 
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B.2 Simulation Code 

-- 
"Functions" 
FUNCTION Comp(m,cp,T,eta,PR,gamma) 
Comp = (m'cp*(T+273))/eta'(PRn((gamma-1)Igamma)-I) 
end 

FUNCTION Turb(m,cp.T,eta,PR,gamma) 
Turb = (m'cp'(T+273)*eta)*((IIPR)"((gamma-1)Igamma)-l) 
end 

FUNCTION cg(T)  
theta = T+273.15 
c g  = -1.38e-19'thetaA6 + 9.1 1e-16*thetaA5 - 2.26e-121hetaA4 + 2.5e-9*thetaA3 - 1.07e- 
6'thetaA2 + 1.93e-3'theta + 1.03 
end 

FUNCTION mma(T,P) 
R - - 0.2968 
C-P = CP(N2,T=T) 
mma = c - P l ( c ~  - R) 
end 

FUNCTION ave(T-1 ,T-2) 
ave = (T-1 + T-2)12 
end 

"Main" 

"First order assumptions" 
p-min - - - 250 
m-dot - - 1 
TIT - - 700 
f-pipe - - 0.61100 
f-hx - 0.005 
epsilon-ix = 0.88 
epsilon-hx = 0.95 
eta-camp = 0.76 
etcturb - - 

- 0.72 
PR-HPC - - PR-LPC 
T-w - 

- 20 
eta-m - 0.98 

OPR = 2.88 "Maximum efficiency" 
(OPR = 4.414) 
OPR - - PR-LPC'PR-HPC 

">>>>>>><<<<<<" 
"Node 1" 

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,, 8 ,  ,,,,,, 
"LPC 1-2" 
eta-LPC - - eta-comp 

M O W W ~ Y Y N T ~ S ~  Conceptual layout design far a hvo-shaft PBMM 
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"Node 2 
~121 = p[lrPR-LPC 
T[2] = T[1] + Q-LPCl(rn-dot'CP(Nitrogen,T= ave(T[l],T[2]),P=ave(p[l],p[2]))) 
"-.>>>>>><<<<<<" 

">>>>>>><<<<<<" 
"Node 3" 
PI31 = p[2] - DELTA-p23 
TI31 = T[2] + Q-23/(m-dot'CP(Nitrogen.T= ave(T[2],T[3J),P=ave(p[2],p[3]))) 
">>>>>>><<C<<<2~ 

epsilon-lC = epsilon-hx 
f-IC - - 

- f-hx 
Q-C - epsilon-IC'm-dot'CP(Nitrogen,T= ave(T[3],T[4]),P=ave(p[3],p[4J))'(T-w - 
T131) 

~'>>>>>>><<<<<<" 
"Node 4" 
P(41 = p[3] - DELTA-plC 
T[4] = T[3] + Q-lC/(m-dot%P(Nitrogen,T= ave(T[3],T[4]).P=ave(p[3],p[4]))) 
">>>>>>><<<<<<" 

">>>>>>><<<<<<" 
"Node 5" 
P M  = p[4] - DELTAg45 
TI51 = TI41 + Q-45/(m-dot'cg(ave(T[4],T[5]))) 
">>>>>>><<<<<<" 

">>>>>>><<<<<<" 
"Node 6" 
PIC] = p[5rPR_HPC 
T[6] = T[5] + Q-HPCl(m-dot'CP(Nitrogen,T= ave(T[5].T[6]).P=ave(p[5].p[6]))) 
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"Pipe 6-7" 
DELTA-pPV = - - f-~ipe*p[61 
(2-67 0 

">>>>>Y><<<<<<" 

"Node 7" 
&'I p[6] - DELTAgPV "Net presure rise" 
T[7] 5 TI61 + Q-67I(m_dot*CP(Nitrogen,T= ave(T[G],T[7J).P=ave(p[6],p[7]))) 
">>>>>Y><<<<<<" 

... ltlll,,ll,,lll,,,~~<!rr~~ 

"RX hp side 7-8" 
f-RXHP - - - 0.005 
C-rnin - min((m-dot'CP(Nitrogen.T= 
ave(T[7],T[8]),P=ave(p[7],p[8]))),m-dot*CP(Nitrogen,T= ave(T[15],T[16]),P=ave(p[l5],p[16]))) 
Q-RXHP - - C-min*epsilon-RX*V[l5] - T[7]) 
DELTAjRXHP= 
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,S!,,,,# 

f-RXHP*p[7] 

">>>>>>><<<<<<' 
"Node 8" 
PPI = p[7] - DELTA-pRXHP 
Tp) = T[7] + Q-RXHP/(rn-dot^CP(Nitrogen,T= ave(T[7],T[BJ),P=ave(p[7).p[8]))) 
">>>>>>><<<<<<" 

">>>>>,><<<<<<" 
"Nade 9" 
PI91 = p[8] - DELTA-p89 
T[9] = T[8] + Q-89/(m_dot*CP(Nitrogen,T= ave(T[8],T[9]),P=ave(p[8],p[9]))) 
">>>>>>><<<<<<n 

">>>>>>><<<<<<* 
"Node 10" 
P[lol = p[9] - DELTAgHS 
TI101 = TIT 
">>>>>>><<<<<<" 

"Pipe 10-11" 
DELTAsl011 = fgipe*p[l Oj 
q l o l l  - - 
Ct,~,,%~~~,,,~,,,,~,,~1~~~9~ 

0 
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">>>>,>><<<<<<" 

"Node 1 1 " 
~ [ l l ]  = p[10] - DELTA-plOll .- 
T[11] = T[lO] + Q~1011I(m~dot*CP(Nitrogen,T= ave(T[1O],T[11]),P=ave(p[lO],p[ll]))) 
">>>>>>><<<<<<" 

!,t~~!,,a~,,,t,,,,,,,,,t~~~~ 

"HPT 11-12" 
eta-HPT - - eta-turb 
Q-HPT= -Q-HPCIeta-m 
Q-HPT= Turb(m-dot,CP(Nitrogen,T= ave(T[I l],T[l2]),P=ave(p[l l],p[12])) 
,T[1 l].eta-HPT.PR-HPT.rnma(ave(T[I I],T[12]),ave(p[l ll.p(l21))) 
8,,,~.,,,?,,,,,,,,,,,,,,###, 

"Node 1 2  
PI121 = p[ l  l]lPR-HPT 
T(121 = T i l l ]  + Q-HPT/(m-dot*CP(Nitrogen,T= ave(T[Z lj.T[12]),P=ave(p[l l],p[12]))) 

">>>>>>><<<<<<" 
"Node 1 3  
P W ]  = p[12] - DELTAg1213 
T[13] = TI1 21 + Q-1213l(m-dot*CP(Nitrogen,T= ave(T[12],T[13]),P=ave(p[l2],p[l3]))) 
">>>>>,><<<<<<" 

............................ 
"LPT 13-14" 
eta_CPT - - 

- eta-turb 
R L P T  - Turb(m-dot,CP(Nitrogen,T= ave(T[13],T[14]).P=ave(p[l3],p[l4~)) 
,T[13].eta~LPT.PR~LPT.rnrna(ave(T[13].T[14]),ave(p[l3l,p[14]))) 
,,\,a,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,mm,m 

">>>>>>><<<<<<" 
"Node 14' 
PM = p[13]IPR-LPT 
T[14] = T[13j + Q-LPTl(m-dot*CP(Nitrogen.T. ave(T[13],T[14~),P=ave(p[l3],p[l4]))) 
">>>>>>><<<<<<" 

*<>>>>>>><<<<<<" 
"Node 1 5  

"RX lp side 15-16 
f-RXLP - - f-hx 
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">>>>>>><<<<<<" 
"Node 16" 
~1161 = p[15] - DELTA-pl516 
TI161 = T[15] + Q-RXLP/(m-dot'CP(Nitrogen.T= ave(T[15],T[16]),P=ave(p[l5],p[16]))) 
">>>>>>><<<<<<" 

">>>>>>><<<<<<" 
"Node 17" 
P[W = p[16] - DELTAg1617 
TI171 = T[16] + ~1617/(m~dot*CP(Nitrogen,T= ave(T[16],T[17]),P=ave(p[l6],p[l7]))) 
">>>>>>><<<<<<" 

n>>>>>>,<<<<<<" 

"Node 18" 
P [W = p[17] - DELTAgPC 
T[18] = T[17] + Q-PCl(m-doteCP(Nitrogen,T= ave(T[17].T[18]),P=ave(p[l7],p[l8]))) 
c'>>>>>>><<C<<<" 

"~HKHXXXX1IX)~XHHHXX)~XX)OIXXHl 
"Perfomlance paramenter?." 

- s-0 - 5 
Duplicate i=1,18 

s[i] = s-0 + ENTROPY(Nitrogen,T=T[i],P=p[i]) 
h[i] = ENTHALPY(Nitrogen,T=T[i],P=p[i]) 

end 
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B.3 Simulation Results 

C,,= 1.07 

n,,,,, = 1 543 [kPa] 

A~~~~ = 1.509 [kPa] 

hpag = 4 2 [kPa] 

= 1264 [kPal 

- 095 F ~ x  - 
E,, = 0.88 

'lH, = 072 

?, = 0.98 

f,,, = 0 001 

fK = 0.005 

f,,, = 0.005 

PR,,, = 1.697 

PRL, = 1.898 

= 3 [kWIkgs-'1 

a,,, = 0 [kWlkg s ~ ' ]  

Q,, = 0 [kwlkg ~ ~ ' 1  
QHPt = 66.51 [kWlkg s~11 

a,= -69.87 [kWikgs-'1 

a, = -124.1 [kWlkg s ~ ' ]  

so = 5 [6Jlkg.K] 

A,,,,, = 4.171 W a l  . 
+15,G = 1.271 jkPaJ 

+3 = 2.546 [kPa] 

= 0 6959 [kPa] 

+,, = 4 247 [kPaJ 

= 0.95 

Icow = 0 76 

'lLff = 0 76 

llsys = 0 1916 

f,, = 0 005 

f . = 0.006 
pipe 
m = 1 [kg's] 

PRH,= 1.407 

p,, = 250 (kPaj  

Q,,,, = 0 [kWlkg s - ' ]  

QZj = 0 [kWikg.sl] 

Q,, = 0 jkW/kg.s-'1 

Q,, = -67.86 [nWlkg 5-' j  

Q,, = 65.94 [kWlkg s ' ]  

Q,,, = 426.8 (kWkg s ~ ' ]  

TIT = 700 [ "C]  

A~~~~~ = 2.946 [kPa] 

A ~ , ~ , ,  = 1.526 jkPa] 

&45 = 2.518 [kPaJ 

= 2 '09  [kPal 

bFWHP = 3.518 [kPa] 

- 0.95 E P 2  - 
qHPC = G 76 

qlm = 0 72 

'Iiurb = 0 72 
f,, = 0 005 

f,, = 0.005 

OPR. =2.88 
PRLR:= 1.697 

Q,,,, = 0 [kVJlkg s-'I 

Q,,,, = 0 [kWIkg s ~ ' ]  

Q,, = 0 [kWikg s-'] 

age, = 46 75 [kWikgs-'1 

QHS = 244 [kWikg s-'1 

Q,, = -115 !kW/kg.s-'1 

QWLP = 4 2 6  8 (kWlkg.s-l] 

T, = 20 ('CJ 
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APPENDIX C: MATCHING 
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C.l Matching Procedure 

1.) Satisfy flow compatibility between the HPT and the LPT. 

2.) Satisfy flow and work compatibility between the HPC and HPT. 

3.) Satisfy flow and pressure ratio compatibility for the LPC. 

C.2 Map approximation 

In order to do the matching of the turbo machines. interpolations must be done between 

constant speed lines. To simplifc. this procedure the following simplifications are 

implemented: 

The map is resized so that the non-dimensional mass flow rates at which pressure ratio 

and efficiency is known. correspond. 

Every constant speed pressure ratio vs. non-dimensional mass flow rate line is 

simplified to three straight lines. 

The resized maps are then used to calculate DTpT constant speed lines. After 

observing these lines it was apparent that they can be represented by straight lines. 

The above simplifications reduce a specific speed line to be represented by the following 

characteristic factors: 

m l  - Slope of pressure ratio line 1 

m2 - PR of pressure ratio line 1 at NDM = 0 

* m3 - Slope of pressure ratio line 2 

c l  - PR of pressure ratio line 2 at NDM = 0 

c2 - Slope of pressure ratio line 3 

. c3 - PR of pressure ratio line 3 at NDM = 0 

NDMswst - NDM at which surge occur 

NDM2 - NDM on pressure ratio line 2 

NDM; - NDM on pressure ratio line 3 
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' NDMchake - NDM at which choke occur 

mDTT - Slope of DTT line . 

cDTT - DTT of DTT line at NDM = 0 
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C.2.2 EES code to resize Map 

Function MP (SP) 

If ( SP = 1 ) Then 

MP := 15 

If ( S P  = 2 ) Then 

MP := 17 

If ( SP = 3 ) Then 

MP := 19 

If ( S P  = 4 ) Then 

MP := 21 

If ( SP = 5 ) Then 

MP := 23 

If ( SP = 6 ) Then 

MP := 25 

If ( SP = 7 ) Then 

MP := 27 

End MP 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .. . 

............................................... 

SP = 7 

eta$ = 'eta7' 

PR$ = 'PR7' 

NDMeta$ = 'NDMeta7' 

NDMPR$ = 'NDMPR7' 

C = M P ( S P )  

NDM, = Lookup ( 'CE', 1 , C ) 

NDMmnge = Lookup ( CE' ,  Lookup ( CE'. SP . 'NOR,,,' ) ,  C ) - NDM, 

N = 9  

11; = Interpolate ( 'CE', NDMeta$ . eta$ , NDMeta$ = NDMi ) for I = 1 to N 

PRi = Interpolate ( 'CE', NDMPR$ . PR$ , NDMPRS = NDMi ) for i = 1 to N 

NDMrange 
NDM,,, = NDMi + 

9 
for i =  1 to N 

q t o  = Interpolate ( 'CE', NDMeta$ , eta$ . NDMetaB = NDM,, ) 

PRfo = Interpolate ( 'CE', NDMPR$ , PR$ , NDMPR$ = NDM,, ) 
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C.2.4 DTpT constant speed lines 
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C.2.4 Characteristic factors 

C.3 Flow compatibility between LPT and HPT 

PRLPT.~ = 1 

PRChokinQ = 2.23 

LPT$ = 'TEi' 

HPTi$ = 'TEi' 

HPTe$ = 'TEe' 

LPT 

NDML~T, ,  = Interpolate ( 'TEi'. 'PR', 'NDM', 'PR'= PRLPT,, j for i = I to I I 

HPT 

PRHPT,~ = Interpolate ('TEe'. 'NDM', 'PRq,'NDM'= NDMLpT,i j for i = I to 11 

NDMHPT, = Interpolate ( 'TEi', 'PR'. 'NDM','PR' = PRHPT,, ) for i = 1 to 11 

OPRi = PRHPT,~ ' PRLPT., for i = 1 to 11 

P R H P T ~ Z  = P R H P T . ~ ~  

P R H P T . ~ ~  = PRHPT,I~ 

P R L P T . ~  = PRLPT.?? + 0.5 

Maximum pressure ratio, determined by LPT choke 

PRmax = PRHPTII . P R L P T . ~ ~  
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C.4 Compressor Matching 
........................................................ 

"Procedure to select two speed lhnes needed for ~ntropolation" 
....................................................... 

PROCEDURE SPselect(NDM,PR SPA,SPB,SPI,SP2) 

PRsurgel - - LOOKUP('CE',1,l)'LOOKUP('CE',7,1) + LOOKUP('CE',4,1) 
PRsurgeZ = LOOKUP('CE',1,2)'LOOKUP.':OE',7,2) + LOOKUP('CEr,4.2) 
PRsurge3 = LOOKUP('CE',1,3)'LOOKUP('CE',7,3) + LOOKUP('CE',4,3) 
PRsurge4 = LOOKUP('CE',l,4)*LOOKUP('CE',7,4) + LOOKUP('CE',4,4) 
PRsurge5 = LOOKUP('CE',1,5)*LOOKUP('CE',7,5) + LOOKUP('CE',4,5) 
PRsurge6 = LOOKUP('CE',1,6)'LOOKUP('CE',7,6) + LOOKUP('CE',4,6) 

IF(PR < PRsurgel) then 
NDM-inter = NDM-inter(PR, 1) 
IF(NDM > NDM-inter) then 

SPA = 1 
SPB = 2 
SP1 = 50.53 
SP2 = 71.52 

else 
SPA = 1 
SPB = 1 
SP1 = 50.53 
SP2 = 50.53 

endif 
endif 

IF(PR > PRsurgel) AND (PR < PRsurge2) then 
NDM-inter = NDM-inter(PR.2) 
IF(NDM < NDM-inter) then 

SPA = 1 
SPB = 2 
SP1 = 50.53 
SP2 = 71.52 

else 
SPA = 2 
SPB = 3 
SP1 = 71.52 
SP2 = 87.52 

endif 
endif 

IF(PR > PRsurge2) AND (PR < PRsurge3) then 
NDM-inter = NDM-inter(PR,3) 
IF(NDM < NDM-inter) then 

SPA = 2 
SPB = 3 
SP1 = 71.52 
SP2 = 87.52 

else 
SPA = 3 
SPB = 4 
SP1 = 87.52 
SP2 = 95.08 

endif 
endif 

IF(PR > PRsurge3) AND (PR < PRsurge4) then 

Co~~c<ptual layout design for a tawshaft PBMhf 
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NDM-inter = NDM_inter(PR,4) 
IF(NDM < NDM-inter ) then 

SPA = 3 
SPB = 4 
SP1 = 87.52 
SP2 = 95.08 

else 
SPA = 4 
S P t  = 5 
SP1 = 95.08 
SP2 = 100.72 

endif 
endif 

IF(PR > PRsurge4) AND (PR < PRsurge5) then 
NDM-inter = NDM-inter(PR.5) 
IF(NDM < NDM-inter ) then 

SPA = 4 
SPB = 5 
SP1 = 95.08 
SP2 = 100.72 

else 
SPA = 5 
SPB = 6 
SP1 = 100.72 
SP2 = 107.54 

endif 
endif 

IF(PR > PRsurge5) AND (PR < PRsurge6) then 
NDM-inter = NDM-inter(PR.6) 
IF(NDM < NDM-inter) then 

SPA = 5 
SPB = 6 
SP1 = 100.72 
SP2 = 107.54 

else 
SPA = 6 
SPB = 6 
SP1 = 107.5 
SP2 = 107.5 

endif 
endif 

IF(PR > PRsurge6) then 
SPA = 6 
SPB = 6 
SP1 = 107.5 
SP2 = 107.5 

endif 
end 

....................................................... 
"Function assigning characteristic factors for particular speed line " 
....................................................... 
PROCEDURE C H F ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( S P E E D : ~ ~ , ~ ~ , ~ ~ , ~ ~ , ~ ~ . ~ ~ , N D M ~ , N D M ~ , ~ D T T , C D T T )  

m 1 - - LOOKUP('CE',I,SPEED) 

Conceptual layout desigrl for a two-shaft PBMM 

School of  Mvlechun~cal and Materials Engineering 
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rn2 - - 
- 

LOOKUP('CE'.2,SPEED) 
rn3 - 

- 
LOOKUP('CE',3,SPEED) 

c l  - - 
LOOKUP('CE'.4,SPEED) 

c2 - LOOKUP('CE',5,SPEED) 
c3 - - 

- 
LOOKUP('CE',€,SPEED) 

NDM1 - LOOKUP('CE',8,SPEED) 
NDM3 - - 

- 
LOOKUP('CE',S.SPEED) 

mDTT - 
- 

LOOKUP('CP.1 1,SPEED) 
cDTT - LOOKUP('CE', 12,SPEED) 

end 
....................................................... 

....................................................... 

"Function determining PR from the characteristic-factors selected" 
....................................................... 

FUNCTION PR(NDM,ml l ,c l l  ,NDMl l,m12,c12,m13,c13,NDM13) 
"SPEEDI" 
if (NDM c NDM11) Then 

PR = rn l  l'NDM + c l l  
else 
if(NDM > NDM13) Then 

PR = rnl3'NDM + c l 3  
else 
PR = m12*NDM + c l 2  

endif 
endif 
end 
....................................................... 

....................................................... 

"Function NDM-inter" 
....................................................... 

FUNCTION NDM-inter(PR-c.SP) 
CALL CHFasign(SP:rnl,rn2,m3,cl,c2,c3,NDM1,NDM3,mD~,cDTT) 
PR2 - - m2'LOOKUP('CE',8,SP) + c2 
PR3 - - m3'LOOKUP('CE',S,SP) + c3 
PRchoke - - m3*LOOKUP('CE', 10,SP) + c3 

IF(PR-c > PR2) then 
NDM-inter = (PR-c - c1)Iml 

endif 
IF(PR-c < PR2) AND (PR-c > PR3) then 

NDM-inter = (PR-c - c2)/rn2 
endif 
IF(PR-c < PR3) then 

NDM-inter = (PR-c - c3)/m3 
endif 

end 
"OOOO<OOOOOOOOO<>OOOO~OOOO<>OOq~ 

C.4.1 Flow and Work compatibility between the HPC and HPT 

"MAIN" 
Values known or assumed " 

"HPT operating point" 
{NDM-HPT = 
{PR-H PT - - 

5)  
1.28) 

-- 
NORTH-VISIT Y N ~ Y I I I I ~ T I  Conceptual layout design for a two-shati PBMM 
N 0 0 i D W l i . l l X N i m S m l 1  

Scl~uul ot'Mecltanccal and Materials Enpneermg 
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gamma= 1.4 
eta-t - - 0.7 

DTpTt = eta-t*(l-(l/PR-HPT)A((gamma-l)/gamma)) 

"Work compatibility" 
DTpTt = DTpTx*((T-03 + 27315)/(T~06+27315))*cp~c/(cp~h*eta~mH) 
T-03 = 25 
T-06 = 700 

cp-h = CP(Nitrogen,T=700,P=850) 
cp-c = CP(Nitrogen,T=25,P=250) 
eta-mH - - 0.99 

"Select speeds" 
CALL SPselect(NDM,DTpTx:SPA,SPB,SPI,SP2) 

"Ass~gn characteristic factors" 
"Characteristic factors for speed A'' 
m l A  - - 

- 
LOOKUP('CE',l ,SPA) 

m2A - - LOOKUP('CEe,2.SPA) 
m3A - LOOKUP('CE',3,SPA) 
c l  A - - LOOKUP('CE',4,SPA) 
c2A - - 

- 
LOOKUP('CE',5,SPA) 

c3A - LOOKUP('CE',G,SPA) 
NDMlA - - LOOKUP('CE',B.SPA) 
NDM3A - - 

- 
LOOKUP('CE',S,SPA) 

mDTTA - LOOKUP('CE',I 1 ,SPA) 
cDTTA - - LOOKUP('CE',12,SPA) 

"Characteristic factors for speed 8" 
m l  B - - LOOKUP('CE',I,SPB) 
m2B - - 

- LOOKUP('CE',2,SPB) 
m3B - 

- 
LOOKUP('CE',3,SPB) 

c l  B - 
- LOOKUP('CE'.4,SPB) 

c2B - - LOOKUP('CE',5,SPB) 
c3B - - LOOKUP('CE',G.SPB) 
NDMI B - 

- 
LOOKUP('CE'.8,SPB) 

NDM3B - LOOKUP('CE',9,SPB) 
m DTTB - - 

- LOOKUP('CE',I 1 ,SPB) 
cDTTB - LOOKUP('CE',l2,SPB) 
"For any given non-dimensional mass flow rate the speed will be SPx in order to satisfy work 
compatibility" 
SPx = (SP2 - SPl)*(DTpTx - DTpTI)/(DTpTZ - DTpT1) + SP1 

DTpT1 = NDM'mDTTA + cDTTA 
DTpT2 = NDM'mDTTB + cDTTB 

"Pressure ratio to satisfy work compatibility, for any NDM" 
PR-work - - (PR-B - PR-A)'(SPx - SPl)/(SP2 - SPI)  + PR-A 

PR-A = P R ( N D M , ~ ~ A , C ~ A , N D M I A , ~ ~ A , ~ ~ A , ~ ~ A , C ~ A , N D M ~ A )  
PR-B = PR(NDM,mlB,cl B , N D M I B , ~ ~ B , c ~ B , ~ ~ B , c ~ B , N D M ~ B )  

"PR to satisfy flow compatibility, for any NDM" 
PR-flow - - NDM*1/NDM~HPT'PR~loss*sqrt((273.15 + 700)/(273.15 + 25)) 

PR-loss - - 1.1 

"Work and flow compatibility must be satisfied" 
PR-flow - - PR-work 
eta-c - - 1lDTpTx*(PR-workA((gamma-1)lgamma)-I) 
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C.4.2 Flow and pressure ratio conipatibility for the LPC 

"MAIN" 
"Known and assumed values" 
PR-LPT - - 2.14 
PR HPT - - 

- 1.515 
o PR - 

. . 
PR-HPT'PR-LPT 

PR HPC .. 1.827 
NDM-HPC = 8 189 

T-0 1 - - 
- 

28 
T-03 - 29 
gamma= 1.4 
"To achieve required OPR" 
PR-LPC - - OPRIPR-HPC 

"Flow compatibility between LPC and HPC" 
PR-LPC - - NDM-LPC~(1/NDM-HPC)*(1/PR~ICL)*sqrt(T-O3 +273 15)/sqrt(T-01 
+273.15) 
PR-ICL - - 1.02 

CALL SPselect(NDM-LPC,PR-LPC:SPA,SPBPSP1,SP2) 
CALL CHFasign(SPA:mlA,m2A,m3A,clA,c2A,c3A.NDMIA,NDM3A,mDTTA,cDTTA) 
CALL CHFasign(SPB:mlB.m2B,m3B,clB,c2B,c3B,NDMIB,NDM3B,mDTTB,cDTTB) 

SPx = (SP2 - SPl)'(PR-LPC - PR-A)/(PR-B - PR-A) + SP1 
PR-A = PR(NDM~LPC,mlA,clA,NDM1A,m2A,c2A,m3A,c3A,NDM3A) 
PR-B = PR(NDM-LPC,mlB,clB,NDMI B , ~ ~ B , C ~ B , ~ ~ B , C ~ B . N D M ~ B )  

DTpTx - - (SPx - SPI)/(SP2 - SPI)'(DTpTB - DTpTA) + DTpTA 
DTpTA - - 

- NDM-LPC*mDTTA + cDTTA 
DTpTB - NDM-LPC'mDTTB + cDTTB 

eta-c = liDTpTx'(PR-LPCA((gamma-1)lgamrna)-I) 
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